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IP BUSINESS IS DULL
START AN ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN

VOLUME II.

EES ERVE ADVOCATE
TWO DOLLARS A YEAR

RESERVE,

SMILE AND THE
WORLD SMILES WITH YOU
NO NEED OF WEEPING

CATRON COUNTY, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY MARCH 17, 1923

NUMBER 48

WHAT'S THE MATTER WITH THE U. S. GENERAL LAND
BETTER PRICE8 PREDICTED FOR
CATTLE BUSINESS?
HORSES OF THE RIGHT KIND
DATIL
. MAGDALENA
TULAROSA
OFFICE AGENT HERE
Emil Klehne having undertaken dui
By H. L. Parks, Hillsboro, N. M.
Are prices of good draft horses
James S. McCarthy of Washington
in the
To The Producer:
lng the past year to
going up? Leading horsemen all over
Allveros Mata,, Donactano and
Mr. and Mrs. C. F,
Lee Baldwin was an over night
Improvement of the corn grown In
What's the matter with the cattle D. C, special Agent of the United the United States are predicting that
Humphrey from
Land
States
General
Is
Rael, all of Aragon, were her
a visit they will. This predicton is based on Johnson Basin country returned home
Office,
Catron county, has done some excel guest at the Baldwin place Wednes- business? Well, I should say the main
lifcklng after business
interests on
an
after
extended
lent work along this line. Mr. Klehne day night, the 7th. Mr. Baldwin was matter Is that there are too many of or to this section for the purpose of in the fact that the
"on
Creek"
'ho
slay
extremely low prices
He that horses have been
and In Reserve.
Monday.
planted eight ears of Funks Yellow out on business, but remained over to them; that, at least has been the mat vestigating protested homesteads.
dur
bringing
Dent corn at Frisco, this county, last visit.
ter for some years past. In southern is accompanied by Francisco C. Lucero lng the past few years has caused
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. McClesky were
Mr. Wilson of the Forest Service
New Mexico, where I am more faml of Las Cruces, son of former Sheriff, slump in horse production which
year, and from this he raised a splen
here from their homestead near AnteMr.
of
Lucero
Dona
Mr.
Moore
and
friend
and
have
Ana
McPhaul
Peckenpaugh
gone
Felipe
county,
Wayne
did lot of very fine seed corn.
liar with conditions, I should say, first
almost sure to cause higher prices
dined at the Bermingham home on lope Springs on Wednesday.
After the corn was harvested last on to California in their car. Mr. drought; second, poor management; who is employed in the capacity of Just as soon as the shortage is felt,
and interpreter.
made
Moore
a
brother
his
guide
visit,
Tuesday.
quite
were
and
selected
winter; samples
and, third, too much credit from 1916
"But if your wish to reap the bene
Ira H. Sullivan, of Fairview, was a
In speaking of his work, Mr. Mc
Pat said it was "Ranger Day."
sent to the State corn contest at hut did not decide to stop with us as to 1919 when It wasn't needed, and
business visitor here Tuesday.
said: "The honest homesteader fit of the higher prices in a few years,
State College, New Mexico, and Mr. a settler.
too little credit since 1919 when is was Carthy
There was a goodly number attended
has nothing to fear from General Land be sure to breed your mares now to
Kiehne won the red ribbon, as second
badly neeedd.
Ramon Trujillo and N. B. Sanchea
Office Agents, but those who think the right kind of draft stallions," is the box supper on Saturday evening
Moore
Dowell
have
Hoot
Jewel
and
place contesting against the entire
three-yewere here Monday from Aragon,
we
The
the
which
comment
made
of
in
drought,
cold
Lan
Professor
the
can
snow.
and
by
Thanks
spite
on
over
the
returned from Depew Okla., and will
they
put something
state in his class.
live out the rest of their time on their hope, has culminated with 1922 was Government are going to have a rude tow of the New Mexico Agricutlural to the Reserve people for helping u
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Crowder, of the
worst
the
ever
that
has
hit the State awakening, and if they swear to false College. "There Is no advantage
out so much, we shall soon have an
John Gatlln of the Bureau of Bio homesteads.
Circle C. Ranch, were l.ere attending
of New Mexico since it was settled by statements
horse
In
the
herd
Installed
the
school
house.
after
their
the
Increasing
final
organ
In,
proofs, they
logical Survey paid the county a visit
to Business Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Smith expect Americans. Of course, drought is a are likely to get acquainted with tl
high prices are once here, for over
during the past week. Mr. Gatlin is to
Mr. Alexander made a bualnees trip
of
visitation
be Inner walls of a Federal jail.
cannot
Providence
and
near
to
in
Texas
the
future
tor
will
occur
go
before
production
probably
an expert in his line and has mixed
Ned Bergman is out again after a
the season. Mr. Smith recently lost avoided, but its terrors can be much
The Government will not stand for the colts are ready for market. They to his ranch on Monday. We are glad few
Prarle Dog poison in the county in
days illness.
his father, and he will go home to as lessened by a lttle preparation and the fellow who thinks he can file on will be 8 to 9 years old before another to hear the Sheriff Is out of quarantine
way for the past two
his
is
from
sist his mother on the farm.
Several years ago, the a claim, live on it a day or two and period of high prices can be expected, and that
well,
family
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. Ben Whitley
years.
Forest Service adopted a new rule by then erect a shack and a little fence, and after a horse passes 8 years, he is scarlet fever.
on
Sunday Farch 11, a fine eight
of
have
Quantities
poisoned grain
Mr. Wyohe hauled out a load of feed which
to and when he proves up sell his claim, discriminated against.
they allow all permittees
pound baby boy.
been placed for sale at cost In tli for Tom Reynolds this week. Mr.
Mr.
Denton
to
made
Re
a
flyng
trip
fence reserve pasture, free of rental In other words, if a homesteader
"When you are raising colts, be sure
Becker Mactavlsh store in Magdalena Wyche Is as regular as the clock In
home again, Tuesday.
charge. Under this rule, each per- swears he has lived the required time to raise the kind that are wanted, serve, and
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. Manuel
Turk's store at Reserve and at one of making his trips.
mittee is allowed to fence something and has placed the required Improve
on Sunday March 11, a fine baby
The demand for light horses is small
J. B. Porter was called to Reserve
the stores at Quemado.
like two acres for each head of cattle ments on his or her claim, it had bet and the difference In the prices be.
on Saturday, on account of the illness girl.
Last year a number of the people
Bias Trujillo is again on the road grazed on the forest, to be used as re- ter be so, or there will be a day of tween the draft and light horse has
of his father. However, Grandpa is
who are trying to keep prarie dogs out
The Infant daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
and stopped in on business last week. serve feed for poor and weak stock reckoning in the United States Court, widened leaving small promise for the
better now.
of their neighborhoods requested the
Sid Mathers, of Greens "Gap, "who are)
The homesteader who resides on his light horse in the future. By a little reported
Front personal knowledge I
only.
The continued moisture in this part
Survey people for an early date, so
claim in accordance with law, making extra effort, mares that are usually
think it safe to say that less than
Miss Emmy Reuter and mother, residing in one ofthe Knoblock houses,
that the dogs could be handled ab of the country makes everyone feel
cent of the cattlemen on the na It a home, however, humble it may be, bred to light Btalllons, can oftentimes plan to move to Datil soon. We wish died Sunday, aged two days.
per
they came out this spring. Poison has like getting ready for spring pant tional forests of southern New Mexico and puts his Improvements
on his be mated to heavy horses and good them well in their new home.
been mixed this early for that reason ing.
I. N. Curtis, of Quemado, was here
land, will get all the help possible grade colts secured that will weigh
have taken advantage of this
and those ranchers caring for the
Wednesday,
offer and fenced the amount from those of us charged with the 1400 pounds or more.
Mrs. Stearns and son made the trip
poisoned grain can obtain same at the
ALMA
of land which the Forest Service al duty of looking into such matters, but
"All colts that are produced by light
to El Paso and back last week in their
above mentioned stores.
C. L. Ashbrook of Datil, was a busithe fellow who files and then dodges mares should be castrated early, ana
lows them.
touring car. Mrs. Stearns leaves for
ness visitor here Monday.
I think statistics show that lack of the matter of residence and improve only stallions of a draft breed should
Alma has been enjoying delightful
The young ladies in Olenwood, have California Thursday the 15th. She
capital is the greatest cause of business ments had better be careful of what be used. By breeding only to heavy rains for the last six days, the first
W. T. McClure is home from
recently organized a home economics will spend a day at Grand Canyon failures. The same cause
he swears to, when making final proof. horses, a farmer' can soon
keeps
materially in twelve months.
club, and are preparing to take up the going out.
1b a pleasure to be able to state
where he is doing road contract
It
and
of
the
the
class
horses
that
many progressive
Improve
work as specified by State College,
most
and will visit his family a few
in
that
of
the
homesteaders
work,
this
their
from
improving
raises, and consequently reap a larger
W. E. Morgan, the range boss of the
Tom Reynolds is very busy building cattlemen
Miss Clara Jones will act as leader,
days.
be. In the section are making an honest effort reward for his effort"
as
should
ranches
they
HU outfit has gone to Sliver City to
and will be assisted in the work by the a roller and will use it on the rye as
The moBt valuable livestock produc
case of the "little man," however (in to live up to the law."
P. H. Goeslng was in town Tuesday
bring out a Thoroughbred Arabian
Glenwood
"
O
teachers, and specialists an experiment that has proved very this state a man with less than 600
ed on the. farm are the boys and girls. Stallion which will be
successful In Colorado, his old home.
bred by Hugh from his ranch west of Datil, purcha
from the college.
head of cattle is called a "little man")
on hi; sing a load of supplies.
McQcen to raise cow ponies
HOW NEWSPAPERS HELP
GLENWOOD
much can be accomplished in the fencMrs.
Tom
at
Reynolds,
range. Such Stallone are furnished by
postmaster
The ranchers in Luna valley are
ing line by his own, and possibly one
Ray McNeil Is quite ill this week.
the U. S. Government to encourage the
having a roundup of all worthless Datil, hopes to attend the convention hired man's efforts, when the wire
The newspaper starts in
at
week.
to
this
stockmen
raise
better
Albuquerque
animals.
and
W.
J.
Jones
McAfee
were
Mr.
About
horse stock this week.
thirty
When you are born;
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Stuppl pur
can be obtained.
visitors in our city the latter part of
horses and mares were rounded up
Relates about your excellence
chased
a new Fori) Coupe on Monday.
The
on
in
Mineral
Creek
south
are
ranchmen
Ross
It
to
Mrs.
I
safe
believe
that
Miller visited friends Fri
say
the week. They were from the county
and will be shot, this is only the first
And tells about your sweetness ,
road to the Coony Box, The
a
It em New Mexico at leaBt 90 per cent of seat and were here on bufelness. Mr.
and
waited
building
for
the
but
mail,
day
Is
a
expected that
Mrs. Chas. MeCarty Is here from
days catch, and it
It follows, you td school '
Box Is two miles long and in some
was late so she went home with Dorrls the cattlemen do not make a practice Jones visited at the ohm tor his bro
good many more will be gathered dur
Resorve visiting flier daughter Mrs, 3
And. prints the honor
30
calved
in
feet
v.'ila
fall
with
.th
late
rolj
places
steep walls
Simpson in Use
avo'.atjl a of;Kveanlng their
JK
ther, Louis.
ing the woek.
If your namVis found there,
200 feet high, Indeed a Grand Canyon
or winter, or at all. Failure to wean
walk in the mud.
Other districts In the cbunty would ong
of
tells
It
your graduation
to behold. It Is hoped that in about
Daniel and Melvin York, the small
the calves at he proper time is, to my
Forest Examiner Wilson returned
be far better off if some of this work
And speaks of the excellence
Juan Lopez is helping Dorrls Simp mind, the worst kind of mismanage sons of Charlie York of Hulsey, are
two weeks, the road will be such that
a
afterwards
good
Friday from a week's trip to the Tuwas done, and
Of
your
essay
magnificent
son repair windmills this week. Dor ment. The only possible income from here visiting their grandparents, Mr,
automobiles can go up to the mouth larosa District of the Datil Forets.
stallion or two brought in to head the
It tells of your progress
of the Box.
rls is kept very busy, but he never a cow is through a calf. It is impos and Mrs. Dan Hlgglns.
to
too
scarce
is
Grass
herds
remaining
During your college career
loafs an nstant, and commands the sible to get anything like a calf crop
o
Forest Ranger Harold Peckenpaugh
word
is
being
feed Door Btock, and
And then dilates much about
C. B. Thomason
is kept busy now
respect of all the Datilites by his cons- from a bunch of cows that big calves
came In to Magdalena, March 9, and
will
stock
horse
out
that
good
passed
The choice of your location
tant effort to keep things going as have sucked all winter and pulled delivering apples from some of the
spent three days In the Supervisor's
bring a good price during the next five should. He has no sleeping sickness.
Then it gives notice
orchards to the merchants of Silver
down to mere skin and bone.
Miss Laura Jones, who broke her office on official work.
or six years.
About
your marriage
City.
arm some time ago, has been suffer'
o
Overstocking is another phase of
Tom Butterfield and several young
And praises up the blushing bride
caused
Ranger Craln of the
ng greatly with it lately, and has
has
that
Ranger
mismanagement
ladles from Magdalena drove out to
Till her kin folks don't know her
Rev. Marquis preached here Satur
been unable to attend school. She ex District spent three days In the local
during the present
took supper at the Lodge heavy losses
Datil
and
course
of
In
events
of
due
Then,
day night and Sunday, to a large conGREENS GAP
pects to go away shortly, for medical Forest Office this week o n offlcal
drought in my state; but overstocking
one evening last week.
It tells about the bouncing baby
His subject for the morntreatment.
business.
has been practiced by many good cow- gregation.
That happens in your family
service was "The Cruclflcaton"
Miss Knox with Miss Goodding and men in a vain endeavor to make a ing
M. M. Green made a business trip
work
Thereby beginning its life
and as usual, he held his listeners
Messrs. Frank Buster, Regnald Al
Phllbert Luna returned Thursday
d
other friends, drove out last Sunday
range pay dividends on
to Quemado this week.
All over and over again
most profound attention. The song
lred and Morris Bloom have gone to from Santa Fe and Albuquerque,
and stopped In on their way back the Investment. During the easy- does
this
all
The
newspaper
Globe Arizona. They went overland where he had been on a business trip.
service was both beautiful and impres
money
Sid Gardiner made a trip to Magda from up the Canyon for supper.
days many men Dorrowea
And it tells also much more
slve, especially the duet by Miss Ruth
by car and from all report arrived
adfor
final
and
to
make
prices
high
money
paid
witnesses
lena with his
It tells of the progress
Thurman and Miss Clara Jones.
without any trouble.
James S. McCarthy, from the
E. P. Didgman Is now in Arizona
land
or
state
grant
joining ranches
proof on his homestead.
Made by city and county
general land office in Washington D.
looking for work. The boys are at land before the slump hit the cattle
Last Saturday evening the pupils of C. and Francisco F. Lucero, from the
Several Pleasanton Valley people at
And boosts all enterprises
home the homestead and will remain there business so hard that It has been imMrs. G. C. Green returned
the Tularosa school, gave a delightful Las CruceB land office are In Magdathoee
tended the services.
Gives free advertising
Among
.Mr. Ridfjman returns.
until
Frank
rrnm her daughter's. . Mrs.
possible to make interest on the in present were:
Miss Ruth Gromo,
program, followed by a Box Sipper. lena this week.
Worth thousands of dollars
in cattle alone, to say no
Anderson of Datil.
The program was In honor of
Misses Mable and Thelma Lant,
Oscar Taylor is working for the vestment
To Its own home town
d
of an Investment in
Mr. and Vis. Stiles were business
Hickson and family, and Ed.
Looney Co. and they are all camped thing
There are scads of things
birthday, having been
Phillip
Washington's
had
John McDow and John Thomas
at Old Datil now. Oscar pays frequent land. Most of this land was acquired Hudson and family.
That all good newspapers do
postponed until March 10th, because visitors here this week.
at from $3 to $6 per acre, and it takes
dinner at G. C. Green Tuesday. They visits now that he is so near.
of so much sickness on February 22.
For which they cannot be paid
some calves In the
Quite a few movers have passed
no wizard at figures to demonstrate
rre
Mrs. Mary B. Clements, of near Cat
he proceeds of the Box Supper went
is why every citizen
That
the
the
few
days.
past
city
valley.
Is to be used Mountain, is staying at the Hall Hotel
Mr. Murray and son, Dan, are still that $3 land, where It requires thirty through
fund
toward
the
which
damdest
do
his
Should
The little son of Mr. and Mrs. L. M.
in Datil but expect to go back to acres to run a cow valued at $50, and
to buy an organ for the school, The this week, taking care of Mrs, Davis,
To support the newspaper
Louis Mathis made a trip to Mag Airzona in the near future.
three cows to raise two calves, will Ross who was taken to Silver City
efforts of the teacher, Mrs. J. H. Dean who Is quite 111.
In every possible way
dalena this week for ranch supplies
not pay dividends when the calves sell for an operation, is reported to be
were well rewarded, we felt, for every
time.
all
the
And
for Charley Kelsey and John LawCapt. and Mrs. J. W. Post, of San
for $18 to $22 per head as yearlings, doing nicely.
one iinjoyed both the porgram and the
Yassum.
TRUE ZEAL
Ohio arrived Wednesday and
rence.
dusky,
and the regular Interest rate is 10 per
Green Hicks and hla daughter, Mrs.
Box Supper. Afterwards, some of the
I thank you.
to
expect
spend several weeks here.
Of course, not many cows here Fred Blake of Alma are at the hot
cent.
young people went up to the home
Palatka (Fla.) News.
Eph Brown was a true believer and
Roy Owens and E. Narton made a
or selling for, $50 today springs at Pleasanton Valley,
are
worth,
Mr.
Mrs.
of
and
and
taking
Pat
Birmingham
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Nichols are here
trip over to the Looney road camp, fond of any religious ceremony. When yet most of the
cows on treatment
for rheumatism.
Mrs.
Socorro, N. M., March 12. Prompt enjoyed the remainder of the evening, for a week from the
de suction" caught him, he became a
Thursday.
Republic Mine.
in
owners
our
stand
their
that Blake's small daughter Is attending discovery of fire last night at 10 dancing.
ranges
sort of unofficial chaplain in a colored
or more. Some of the excess the Pleasanton school.
clock at the home of Diego Abeyta,
C. L. and Berttie Hendricks were in labor battalion.
Ernest Bauer, of Denver, was here
He worked assidu much
in this case) must
The report comes from Fort Bayard
federal prohibition officer, prevented a
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Koogler of ReGreens Gap Tuesday for the com- ously among his fellows, and finally value (not water
during the past week. He Is Interestof
out
be squeezed
the grazing lands serve were here the last of the week serious conflaggratlon,
to relatives at Reserve, that the Infant ed In
munity mail of Pumpkin Center.
mining In this community.
persuaded a dozen or so to join him
of southern New Mexico or we have and
The fire was unquestionably of in son of Mr. and Mrs. James W. Jones
In an open-ai- r
organized a Girls Club composed
baptizing on a day in to
111 with
find something more remunerative of the Gelnwood and Pleasanton
Mrs. Will Baum and daughters re
pneumonia. Mrs. Jones
y
Blrt Killlon and father passed January.
cendiary origin, as a pile of boxs on a Is very
to use
g
which
for
to
than
a
few
weeks
Just
Reserve
left
route
ago
to
had
turned
from Sweazeavllle on Friday.
en
Magitself
rear
and
the
Greens
met
Gap
of
porch
home
porch
at the
through
That it was necessary to chop a
girls. They
them.
dalena.
Mrs. Fred Lant. The officers elected been thoroughly saturated with coal Join her husband who has been at Fort
hole in the river ice to provide a space
Mrs. and Mrs. Wisner were here
Drought losses have been very were: President, Clara Jones;
oil. The fire was discovered by L. E. Bayard, for sometime.
for immersion rather cooled the ardor
Mr. and Mrs J. B. Sewell are able
here, running from around 10
from their homestead near Monica
heavy
Elizabeth Pierce; Secre- McGlnnls, who lives at the rear of the
but not so Eph's.
the
converts,
pf
Dr. Harper made a professional trip
to as high as 75 per cent. Of course,
to be out again after a light attack of
Canyon on Tuesday.
Abeyta home and by his energetic ef
tary, Mabel Lant
Seizing the nearest soldier, he plunged
to the Blue this week.
not many herds lost 75 per cent, but
flu.
ar
before
the
was
forts
extinguished
had
water.
He
him beneath the icy
Ab Steele was here from Aragon
26 to 50 per cent losses were very compresent prospects for Bprlng grass are rival of the fire company.
not reckoned on the swift current,
A. T. Chavez has been In AlbuquerW. L. Haynes was In Greens Gap
mon. Even though the cattle have good, but we still need more rain to
Friday.
enemies of Mr.
is
that
It
was
supposed
victim
and
luckless
the
however,
the losses have not replenish water supplies and to as- Abeyta were instrumental in starting que for the past three weeks, where
Wednesday for the mail.
snatched out of his hands and carried stopped dying,
he underwent an operation. He la
Ira Sweazea and son were business
to the poor condisure a good grass crop In the spring. the fire.
as,
owing
stopped,
to be about again and although visitors here Friday- able
have permanently out of sight.
Mr. and Mrs. Sid Matthers
in
needed
our
bulls
cows
the
of
of
Better
are
the
tion
past
many
throughout
Mr. Abeyta was out of town at the
Eph was not in the least disconcert
a little weak still, is feeling very well.
moved to Magdalena.
summer, the calf crop next year will cow herds; but there is no use preach- time. Mrs. Eva Reed, who has rooms
ed.
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Fair, Catron
men who have
to
bulls"
the
"better
be
small
surviving
ing
among
very
Mr. John Gatlln, of the Bureau of County Btock raiser, were here Friday
"Le Lawd glveth," he intoned, "an'
with the Abeyta and who has been
Talen Scott is down on the river
no
cows
the
southern
from
I
made
their
for
estimate that
herds.
money
was a Reserve on their return from Santa Fe and
He is thinking de Lawd taketh away. Bring me
quite ill for several weeks, had to be Biological Survey
looking for a location.
New Mexico ranges today have not two years, and whose credit Is strainfrom the house because of the visitor for several days last week.
taken
prlvlt." American Weekly.
of putting in a gas station on the
Albuquerque where they were attend
more than 10 per cent of their usual ed to the very limit to furnish the ab- shock.
Journal.
Albuquerque
ing to business.
Highway.
or normal cow population.
Many solute necessities.
FIRE AT SOCORRO
T, J. Porter has been on the sick list
Our best market authorities are tellhave died or gone to market, but the"
GEOLOGISTS VISIT RED LAKE
for several days, but Is reported to be
W. C. Franklin, receiver for the First
Mrs. L. B. Moore received a letter
in Socorro, caught majority have gone to grass In Mexico ing us to market our commoner-bre- d
Gibbon's
garage,
was
Strlcklin
Mrs.
National Bank is a business visitor In
her
Improving at this date.
mother,
stating
and
E. G. Woodruff, of Tulsa, Okla
fire on last Friday afternoon. One or. Arizona. Under the very best range steers as calves or veal and I think
El Paso this week,
very ill.
L. Reld, of Mancos, Colo, both geo
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Humphreys
car was entirely destroyed and a num- and financial conditions, it will be at great strides will be made along the
Sid Padgette made a flying trip to ber of others were damaged by water least five years before New Mexico line of marketing calves within the logists left here Monday for the Red and Mr. Owen Walters, were visitors
J. J. Addinglon, of the Mule Shoe
from the UH country, last week.
can produce a normal calf crop. At next few years,
Lake Oil structure.
The origin of the fire is unknown.
Ranch, was here on business Tuesday,
Magdalena Monday.
NEW8 FROM OUR COUNTY
AGENT'S DEPARTMENT

An-sel-
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Local News
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high-price-

high-price-
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Pal-le-
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'
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THE RESERVE

ST. PATRICK IN BISHOP'S ROBE

ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

NEW MEXICO

This remedy Is only temporary its tin
dirt will sooner or later plug the line,
Sticking of the valves, breaking of
valve springs, the valve tappet adjust'
ments working loose and out of ad
justment or actual breaking of some
part of the engine, are things which
fortunately seldom occur and they
can usually be repaired only by an
Like Every Other Piece of Delexperienced workman.
Study Instruction tiook.
icate Machinery It Has Its
"Study your Instruction book and
Little Peculiarities.
ask someone to help you vn the part
you do not understand," Is a phrase
which has been used. It will save
AMATEUR DRIVER IS PUZZLED you a greut deal of time, temper and
money to know the general operating
principles of your car, even though
do not wish to make repairs on it
Disarrangement of Ignition System Is you
yourself.
Causa of Much Worry for InexOften small parts will work out of
perienced Person May Bo
when you are a long way
adjustment
Wire.
Simply Loose
from help nnd a little knowledge at
such times will snve you a lot of an
The gasoline engine In an nutomo-oil- noynnce.
Dig out your Instruction
as a generul thing, Is reliable and book and
In some studying,
put
as bnllt at the present time gives
excellent service, although like every
FAULTY BRAKES ARE
other piece of machinery It has pet
!e
culiarities and one of these
sometimes annoying Is that of
CAUSE OF ACCIDENTS
stopping and refusing to
start when at the same time there
seems to he nothing wrong, at least
Don't Wait Until Tomorrow to
as far as the amateur driver can discover.
Give Them "Once Over."
In case an automobile engine does
not run properly or stops, there nre, In
Result
general, three places In which one More Automobile Smash-Up- s
From Improper Adjustment or Ap.
may look for trouble. The first Is In
the Ignition system, the second,
plication Than From Any
and the third, mechanical
Other Reason.
trouble. An experienced driver can
Watch your brakes!
very often tell from the performance
of the engine on stopping which of
Don't wait until tomorrow to give
these three places causes the trouble. them the "once over I" You may be
in the hospital by then or In the po
Faulty Ignition System.
lives,
If the engine stops suddenly the lice stuilon. Cuts may have nine killed
fault Is likely to be in the Ignition but no mortal has ever yet been
more than once. It doesn't sound like
system. If, on the other hand, It
n big item In the "Tilings to Do To
simply begins to lose power nnd gradcolumn, but
ually dies down or pops back through day"
More motor nccldents result from
the carburetor several times before
or application of
stopping, the trouble Is likely to be faulty adjustment
brakes than from any other cause.
In the cnrbnretlon system.
This has been the finding of the Na
Trouble in the Ignition system Is
tional Safety council In a survey of
an
perfor
Inexperienced
complicated
smash-uptraffic deaths and
son, although mnny times It Is due auto
cases.
reckless
driving
which
a
wire
loose
to
may
simply
When you car Is going 10 miles
easily be located If yon made some an
hour, will your brakes bring It to a
previous study of the Ignition system
20.8 feet
and know something as to where the standstill within 9.8 feet ; or
5S feet
wires should be placed. Ordinarily, at 15 miles, 87 feet at 20 miles,
30 miles, 104
there should not be any loose ends, at 25 miles, 83.3 feet at
40
which means that If you find a loose feet at 35 miles, 148 feet at
wire hanging underneath the hood, it miles, and 231 feet at 50 miles? If not,
Brakes should be tested
get busy!
Is disconnected and should be reBefore going a block from
day.
every
on
some
if
and
post
binding
placed
make n service test by
you have studied the position of the the garage
out
the clutch and applying
throwing
to
able
will
It
be
wires, you
replace
If possible a dry spot
the brakes.
and continue on your wny.
should be selected for this test. UnUsually, the posts loosen and the der no circumstances should the car
trouble will occur before the wires
If the brakes full
have entirely fallen away and by go- be taken farther
Go back to the
to operate correctly.
with
over
the
various
posts
your
ing
and have them fixed.
garage
are
and
that
fingers,
they
tight
seeing
Automobile brakes have a definite
will often locate the trouble.
relation
L
Is
located in the gasoline ' Wntch tViafety.
If trouble
Keep out of
tffosi) hWBes!
system, first look In the tank to see trouble; keep out of Jail I
that there Is plenty of gasoline and If
you find this all right, open the gasArm Rest for Driver.
oline drain valve on the carburetor
and allow the gasoline to run for a
few seconds to see that It runs
through freely. If there Is no drain In
the carburetor remove the gasoline
pipe line from the carburetor and see
If the gasoline runs through freely.
If It does not run It Is possible that
valve at the tank has
the shut-of- f
worked around and closed Itself and,
The driver who Is handy with the
If not, It Is possible that dirt has
worked down Into the bottom of the hammer and saw can fashion a neat pad
on which he can rest his left arm
tank and plugged up the line.
The easiest way to clean this out when driving. The rest Is made so
temporarily Is to blow back through that It can slip over the door along
the gasoline pipe and force the dirt side the driver's seat and can be taken
away from the opening In the tank. off when not used.

GAS ENGINE HAS

GOOD
HIGHWAYS

MANY TROUBLES
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One of the Most Widely Known Kepresentations
of the Man Who Carried Christianity to Ireland

ST. PATRICK'S LIFE
TRACED IN PLACES
NAMED AFTER HIM

Next, following the map and the
historians who vouch for Us rellabll
lty, he left for the continent, and
or the church
sailed from
of Patrick, on the Island of Anglesea.
Prom here his footsteps have been
the Island of
traced to
Patrick, where It la thought he made
the first landing of his Journey through
Ireland. When he finally reached the
Emerald Isle proper, he disembarked
at llolmpatrlck, another of the many
places named after him, which Is lo
cated In the county of Dublin.
On the Isle of Man.
It Is believed by some historians
thut St. Putrlck made a detour at
this point and sailed northward
ngnln to the Isle of Hun, which they
k
consequently claim was called
for some time after to mark
the occasion of his visit. Here, too,
he founded a church of Klrkpatrlck
near the town of Peel.
After this, It Is thought, he re
turned to Irelund and began the
lie
great task he had undertaken.
landed In the county of Down, where
he was greeted by the armed forces
of the powerful chief, Dlchu, a descendant of an Irish king. The chief
and the nntlves believed Pntrlck and
his followers were pirates, with which
both land and sea were Infested at
that time, and so came out prepared
to defend their possessions. When he
learned Patrick was a harmless mis
sionary, he wu willing to bury the
hatchet.
Made Convert of King.
To Dlchu and the rest St. Patrick
preached the gospel with the result
that he was able to convert the entire tribe and baptized the chief on
his own threshing floor. So Impressed
was Dlchu with the missionary and
his teachings that he donated one of
his barns to be used as a temporary
chapel and also gave a large plot of
ground on which the church was to
be built. The only stipulation Dlchu
made In granting the land was that
the church, when completed, should
face north and south instead of east
and west.
The barn In which Patrick held
the first religious services while his
church was In the process of construc,
or
tion, was called
the barn of Patrick, and from this
came the name of the parish of Saul
which sprang up about It. At Saul,
tradition claims St. Patrick died 60
years or more after his first meeting
with Dlchu. About two miles from
Saul Is the village of Downpatrlck,
near which are the ruins of Saul
abbey, one of the many churches said
to have been founded by St. Patrick,
nnd where somo clulm bis remains
were Interred.
St. Patrick's Church In Dublin,
Judging further from historical
maps, St. Putrlck next Journeyed to
East Meuth, where he founded an
or the
abbey called Domnach-Padrlhonse of I'atrlck. From there he went
to Dublin, where he found.! another
church, w hich It Is belleveu, occupied
the site where St. Putrlck's cathedral
stands today.
Other places which bear St. Patrick's name as evidence thut he had
some hlsrorlcnl connection with them
nre, St. Putrlck's purgatory, on an
Island of Lough Derk In the county
of Donegal; St. Patrick's Wood at
I.einster; St, Patrick's rock at Cnshel;
and the St. Putrlck's wells, at which
the good saint Is said to have refreshed himself are fur too numerous
to mention separately.
In his old age he returned to the
place where lie first stnrted his lubors
us a missionary lu pagan Ireland with
the chief Dlchu, nnd spent his last
days In the village of Saul, where he
Is believed to have died on March 17,
403 A. D., at the ripe old age of on
hundred and twenty-onyears.
Llan-bndri-

Innls-patrlc-

In

His Pilgrimages tha Patron
Saint of Ireland Evidently Visited Many and Strange Localities to Preach His Gospel and
Win Converts.
If

want

to know tho history of
For
look at the inui.
everywhere the good saint went he
seems to have left his name behind
him. If he sailed from a certuin
Dort or pussed through a certain
town, or founded ai church, or built
a barn, or stood on u rook, or drank
out of a well, the port, the town, the
church, the barn, the rock, and the
well were all numed after him. Hence
one can trace the Itinerary of
earthly travels by the number of
places which hear, In some form or
other, the nmne of Putrlck, writes Mar-jorElaine I'orter In the Detroit
News.
To begin with, there Is Kllpatrlck,
meaning the cell or church of Pat
Scotland,
rick, In Dumbartonshire,
where It Is assumed, by some histo
rians, the saint was born. In spite of
the fact that the claim Is disputed by
England, France and Wales, who also
declare themselves to be the mother
countries of St. Patrick, there are
arguments on Scotland's side worthy
you

Et. I'atrlck,

of consideration.
8t. Patrick's Confession,
One of
the most forceful Is
the document called "St. Patrick's
Confession," In which the saint wrote :
"I, I'atrlck, a sinner, the rudest and
least of all the faithful, and most
contemptible to very many, had fur
my father, Calpornlus, a deacon, a son
of Potitus, a presbytr, who dwelt In
the village of llannavem Tabernlae,
for he had a smnll farm hard by the
place."
After delving In the post, and Investigating the archives, the majority of scholars and historians now
agree In placing Hnnnavem Tabernlae,
In Scotland, In the neighborhood of
Dumbarton on the Clyde, Ornntlng,
then, that St. I'atrlck celebrated his
first birthday In Dumbartonshire, the
next place he lived. In accordance to
the map, was Dalpntrlck, the district
or division of Patrick, In Lanarkshire.
During this period of his career
he Is said to have visited a certain
rock near Inverness, which from that
time on wan given the name of
the translation of which Is
the rock of Patrick. Then Inter, he
founded two churches In this region,
one et Irongrny In Kirkcudbright, and
the other at Fleming In Dumfries. Of
course, each of these wrs named

his honor.
Saint's Work in England.
When he finally sailed away to begin
Ms life work as a missionary, the
port from which he embarked was
called I'ortpntrlek.
Vpon reaching
England, he Is snld to have preached
In Westmoreland, at a place that was
In

afterward named Piuterdnle, or Patrick's dale, to commemorate the occasion of the saint's visit.
While In Kngland he left nnotlier
Inndmnrk to hear his name by founding a church of Kllpatrlck at Durham.
Then he Is smppnsed to have gone to
While there, he walked
Wales.
across a causeway lu Carnarvon hay,
which for tills reason was (riven the
,
name of
meaning Patrick's causeway. Now, It Is said, this
place Is covered by vater and forms
dangerous shoal In the bay, but the
remains.
Utnt of Sarn-bdrlSnm-badrla;-

Innls-putrlc-

HISTORIC TAXICAB IN INVALIDES

X

Domesticated Cow Is Credited With
Having Been Engineer to Lay
Out First Road.
The first domesticated cow is credIted with having been the engineer
who laid out the first road. Not an
ancient city In Europe but testifies. In
the tangled Intricacies of Its streets,
to the vagnrles of that cow's descendunts, writes Samuel Hopkins Adams
In Leslie's. Mnn improved progressive
ly upon the bovine method of highway
establishment until his chosen path
ways were bedded in rock, lined with
steel and patrolled by monsters that
outsped the winds of heaven. With
the railroads, said prldeful man, had
come the last word In the spread of
Then the automobile
highways.
loomed. And where this modern en
gine of Mercury goes, roads unroll be
fore It like the magic carpet before
the feet of the djinn. From Green
land to Patagonia it imperatively demands passageway to its unknown
goal beyond the ridges. American-Ispired associations In Japan, In Aus
tralia, In tho Argentine, at the Cape of
Good Hope, preach the gospel of tht
path to everywhere.
Propaganda, this is pure propaganda
primarily In the Interest of business,
but by Indirection, and more Impor
tantly, for that solidarity which binds
communities together and dissolves
barriers between nations. The historyold engineering which began with milk,
ends with gasoline.

your back ache day after day with a dull, unceasing
Are you worn out, and discouraged
ready to
"give up?" Then why not look to your kidneys. Chances
are a cold or a chill has weakened your kidneys) Poisons
have accumulated that well kidneys would filter off. It's little
wonder, then, you have constant backache, headaches, dizzy
spells, annoying bladder irregularities, and sharp rheumatic
that you feel nervous, "blue" and irritable. Don't
twinges
wait for serious kidney trouble. Get back your health while
you can. Use Doan's Kidney Pills. Doan's have helped
thousands. They should help you. Ask pour neighbor!

DOES

wheel-bearin-

FUNDS

FOR

ILLINOIS

"Use Doan's, "Say These Grateful Folks:
Mrs.

H. Brehm,

420 Pearl St.,

Boulder, Colo., says: "Taking
cold made my kidneys hurt. I
was ao sore and lame right
across my back I could hardly

ROADS

of Banker' Association
Report Sufficient Money to
Complete Plans.

get up when I was down. After
reading how a woman had been
helped by Doan's Kidney Pills

I bought a box. That one box

on good roads
The
of the Illinois Bankers' association,
after careful Investigation, has reported to that body that there are approxi
mately sufficient funds available to
complete the 3,050 miles of highway
yet to he built of the original 4,70(1

of Doan's helped me. My kidneys have been stronger ever
since and my general health
has been better, too."

A

Section of the Dixie Highway.

N. J. Yantiss, 118 E. 8th St,
Loveland, Colo., says: "Taking
cold and getting chilled at
times when the weather was
bad, disordered my kidneys.
The secretions were off color
ind passed too often. I had a
stiff, drawn feeling across the
small of my back and hips. I
used a few Doan's Kidney Pills
and they brought relief. I am
never without Doan's because I
have found them so valuable in
time of need. I gladly recommend Doan's to my friends."

Woman Reigns Over Island.
A lost Pacific Island whose several
natives are ruled by a white woman
has been discovered by an English survey ship, according to a report from
Snn Francisco. The woman, widow
of an Australian, went to the island
In the far Soutlr Pacific, which Is called
Bardoa, years ago, In the hope that
missionary work would serve to as
suage grief over the loss of her husband,
and now she Is recognized as the high
priestess and supreme ruler of the Island. The only other white Inhabitants of the Island, according to the report, are an English author, his wife,
and an Irish servant woman.

miles In the Illinois plan within five
years, without issuing any more bonds, f You Need a Medicine
or increasing the motor fees.
It is believed that the increase In
You Should Have the Bast
motor vehicles may increase the highway revenue to such an extent that
Have you ever stopped to reason why
the state will be able to finance the
It is that so many products that are ex
Improvement of the connecting roads
advertised, ill at once drop out
on the "pay as you go" plan and avoid tensively
The
of sight and are soon forgotten?
further debt and further Interest pay- reason is plain the article did not fulfill
ments.
This
the promises of the manufacturer.
applies more particularly to a medicine.
has
real
A medicinal
that
preparation
value almost sells itself, as like
$7,000,000 FOR GOOD ROADS curative
an endless chain system the remedy is
recommended by those who have been
Oregon State Officials Complete Estl. benefited to 'those who are in need of it.
mates of Highway Department
A prominent druggist says, "Take for
,
a
for 1923 24.
example Dr. Kilmer's

HIGHWAYS

preparation I have sold for many years
and never hesitate to recommend, for in
almost every case it shows excellent results, as many of my customers testify.
No other kidney remedy has so large a
sale."
According to sworn statements and
verified testimony of thousands who have
used the preparation, the success of Dr.
is due to the tact.
Kilmer s Kwamp-Koot- i
so many people claim, that it fulfills almost every wish in overcoming kidney,
liver and bladder ailments, corrects urinary troubles and neutralizes the uric acid
which causes rheumatism.
You may receive a sample bottle of
Swamp-Roo- t
by parcel post. Address Dr.
Kilmer & Co.. Binehamton. N. Y., and
enclose ten cents; also mention this paper.
Large and medium size bottles for sale at
all drug stores. Advertisement.
..

Roadt Dedicated to Soldiers Who Fell
in World War to Be Begun In
New York State.

Strictly Business.
Henry," said his employer, sternly,
you did not expect me back again this

A "Road of Remembrance" dedi
cated to soldiers who fell in the World
war Is to be begun in New York on a
lurge scule, and it will be carried on
under competent hands. That will Insure the health and longevity of the
trees. The planting when completed,
according to present plans, will be
more than 400 miles in length.

morning?"
"No, sir," said Henry.
"I suppose you are aware that when
came in I caught you kissing the
typist?" And his employer glared at
him angrily.
Yes, sir," replied Henry, without
blushing, "but If you remember, sir,
you told me to be sure and do all your
work while you were away," Stray

state officials have com
pleted estimates Indicating that the
Income of the state highway departblennlum will agment for the 1922-2This will give
gregate $21,500,000.
$7,000,000 for new roads, the remainder
of the estimate receipts having already
been obligated for fixed expenses.
The trunk-linhighway program
argely has been completed. The high
way department expects to concentrate
on lateral and market roads as soon
as work on the trunk rouda now in
progress is cleaned up.
Oregon
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Money for Better Roads.
More than $46,000,000 was raised by
the various counties of the state of

Stories.

Co.,

Big Plans In Italy.

Italy is planning for the construction of a glnnt highway between Milan
and the Italian lake district for the exclusive use of passenger automobiles
and busses. The road Is to be completed in 1923.
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Buffalo, N. Y.

The Cutlcura Toilet Trio.
Having cleared your skin keep It clear
by making Cutlcura your everyday
toilet preparations. The Soap to cleanser
and purify, the Ointment to soothe and
heal, the Talcum to powder and perNo toilet table is complete-withoufume.
them. Advertisement.

her house Is furnished:
furniture," commented1

with period
Hank Ippnnk.
"Sort of early Pullman effect,"' re
sponded Herb Blurb.

From an English Play.
"Is there anything you want?"
"What a question to ask a woman 1"
Boston Evening Transcript.

Check
It
Today
with

FQLEYS

HtBTAR
tSTABUSHtO 1875

The Largest selling cough medicine
in ih eWorld
Insist upon Foley's

Are your horses cough-ln- a
or running at the
nose? If so, give them "SPOHN'S."
A valuable remedy for Coughs,
Influenza, Pink
Colds, Distemper,
Eye and Worms among horses and
mules. An occasional dose "tones"
them up. Sold at all drug stores.

PARKER'S

HAIR BALSAM
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Chem

Chamois Gives Little Leather.
The chamois, which disports Itself
on the mountains, has nothing to do
with the bulk of the chamois leather
The latter Is
which we all known.
really the lining of sheepskins, which
Is stripped off and treated by a special
process to reuder It tpft and pliable.
Only a very small proportion of
Is obtained from the chamois.

A Friend No Longer.
Brown (showing a friend hit car)
don't say she's much to look at, but
you should see the way she takes a

Pennsylvania during the last four
ears as their contribution toward
hill.
making the highway system ot Penn
Friend (callously)
sylvania the finest in the country.
Tills tuxicul) one of the fleet that was used to rush troops from I'aris to
the front line In the very early days of the World war was pluced In the In- vnlldes, near the historic coach In which Marshal Foch nnd representatives of
the allied and enemy commands signed the armistice. The taxi was driven,
mid much solemnity, through the streets of rarls, to the Invalides, where In
befitting ceremonies It was dedicated. The fleet of taxis carried five regiment!
to the front

KIDNEY

OAK'S
At All Dealers, 60c a Box.
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a Bad Back?
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Grip Left You

Swamp-Root-
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ROADS LEAD TO EVERYWHERE

LADIES, DO VOUB OWN HKMgTllt'HINIi
and plootiuc. Attaohmanta flt any ntaohlna
Sent coluot, ll.it. Aenti wantad. Coloradc
Attachmtnt Co., Bo 1810. Danrar, Colo
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HAIR STAYS

Something to Think About
By V.

"Hair

Groom"
Combed

!

L

IJ

Million! Us It Fln for Hair! Not
Sticky, Greasy or Smelly.
"
A few cents buys a Jar of
at any drug store. Even stubborn, unruly or shampooed hair stays
Combed all day In any style you like.
"
Is a dignified combing
cream which gives that natural gloss
effect to your hair-t-hat
and
final touch to good dress both In
business and on social occasions.
"
Oreaseless, stainless
does not show on the hair because it
Is absorbed by the scalp, therefore
your hair remains so soft and pliable
and so natural that no one can possibly tell you used It.

NOT ashamed of defeat that Is
It Is better
clothed with honor.
by far to be true to yourself, loyal to
exalted principles, able at all times
to look Into your mirror without a
sense of guilt, than to wear fine raiment and sit among kings.
It la better to sleep sweetly at night
with a clear conscience than to toss
about In fear of punishment which
you know you have earned and rightfully deserve.
It Is better to be poor all your days
than to cheat, lie and Bteal while heaping up wealth in the frantic chase that
frequently leads to broken health and
groveling
age, before the allotted
time of three score years and ten.

If you have preserved your honor
In the hard struggle for existence. If
your heart Is full of Joyous faith when
the sky begins to darken at your coming night, you have within you a sublime peace which all the wealth of the
world cunnot buy, and which, If of--

"Hair-Groom-

Uncommon

"Hair-Groom-

Sense

JOHN BLAKE

fered you, you would brush aside as
worthless dross.
Be not dismayed If you cannot
spring up In a clap to the heights of
power through chicanery; but Instead
be filled with confidence, because the
years In which you have labored without tainting your soul have left you
and hopeful.
clean, clear-eyeIt Is not for every worthy man to
win In battle; It Is not for every
blooming rose to be the queen of
roses ; It Is not for every tree to be an
oak, nor every stream to be a river.
Each has Its part In the scheme of
things of which we mortals know
nothing; each Is playing its role for
which It was created and Intended.
The thing for men to do Is to learn
humility, patience, charity, chastity,
and march ahead undaunted regardless of the sneers of the vain and
thoughtless.
Look upward and move on, In storm
and calm.
Faith though the
Follow
night be dark and the way be rough
there's a radiance of sunlight a little
way ahead speeding toward you on the
wings of a new day.
Think of this glorious dawning ; forget your defeats, defects, disappointments and griefs. Do your best without faltering or bemoaning your lot
and you will be Joyously happy In the
end that you hnve retained your honor.
d

open-eye-

5

d

by McClura Newspaper Syndicate.)

"Hair-Groom-

English as Sha la Spoken.
"I got a new customer," announced
when
the
the laundress-by-the-da- y
family Welfare society ..visitor came
to call. "I guess I'll be making out
pretty good now. With six washes a
week I oughta do."
"And who Is your new customer-o- ne

of the neighbors?" asked the

vis-

itor.
"No," she's a foreign lady. Anyway
She don't speak good English like me

i

By DOUGLAS MALLOCH

wants but little here below
wants that little long,
But when he wants for something

MAN

BE

GROOM

NEW SPRING HATS
Tendency Is to Suit Headgear to
the Wearer.

ind you."

(.

1928.

SCHOOL

SELF PETTING
mother made a pet of
IFasYOUIl
some foolish mothers do,
can't help It

by MoClure Newspaper

Syndicate.)

A

DA1JS

you,

you

If she still tries to make a pet of
you, now you are grown, you will have
to let It go at that.
But don't make a pet of yourself.
Don't consider yourself before you
consider other people.
Don't fear that you are going to be
mistreated; that nobody will give you
a chance; that your are always getting
the worst of it In life.
You will be mistreated from time to
time. You can make up your mind for

that.
Often you will be used unfairly.
Mean Individual.
The meanest mun In the world Is You will see men who are not as comthe one who will do you dirt and petent as you are put over your head.
then apologize before you have time This Is not a perfect world. Nobody
ever escapes Injustice In It.
to tell him what you think of him.
But what of It? Haven't thousands
of other men met with the same InjusMrs. Martha Jefferson
tices and conquered them?
Haven't all sorts of men, without
half your chance got themselves out
of gutters and become men of affairs?
These men didn't pat themselves.
They didn't worry every time they felt
111, or feel outraged
every time somebody spoke to them harshly.
They buckled down to life as they
found it, and beat It Anybody who Is
ided
worth his salt can do the same
ne has got a brain and has
learned how to use It.
Self pity and self petting, however,
will never do you any good and are
bound to do you a great deal of harm.
How's Your Appetite?
Get out of the habit If you have It
Take an even break with the men In
Are You ftervous?
the same game. Don't expect better
treatment than they gat Don't whine
Sleepless?
If you happen to get worse treatment.
Mo.
"Two
years ago
Brushyknob,
hate to see other men petted.
I was in poor health and was not able to TouYouhate
to see other men who are
do all my work; I had a dull headache
all the time. I also had a .hurting in
continually taking better care of themselves than they take of their wives
my baok and one of my limbs would
take spells of hurting and would feel
and families.
at
could
not
toumb. I
night,
sleep good
Don't be that kind oZ a man. If you
did not eat much, and my perves were
pet yourself you will have a monopoly
in bad shape. I told my husband I
of that sort of petting, and It will not
could not go much longer, so we decidbe a profltablo monopoly.
ed to write to Dr. Pierce, Pres. of
(& by John Blake.)
Invalids' Hotel in Buffalo, N. Y. He)
0
said for me to take the 'Favorite
and the 'Golden Medical Discovery' also some "Pleasant Pellets' (all
of which I got at the drug store) and I
soon began to get better. All the
disagreeable symptoms left me and I
Oh, it Is excellent to have a giant's
felt like a different woman." Mrs.
strength, but It la tyrannous to use It Ilka
.Martha Jefferson, Box 4.
giant. Shakespeare.
Write Dr. Pierce's Invalids' Hotel in
'Buffalo, N. Y., for free confidential
DISHES
MORE DELECTABLE

KpifBook

Hats herald the season. They are
of the new styles.
the torch-bearer- s
To them Is assigned the honor of placing a whole new aspect upon the
silhouette of fashion. And when, observes a fashion writer In the New
York Times, after weeks and months
of reiteration of one set of styles, the
new huts begin to appear, they send a
positive thrill of hope through the female system.
Muny hats are different and astonishing In some respects, while In others they are showing many of the same
lines that were characteristic of them
during the past season. There is still
every tendency to suit the hat to the
type, and, therefore, there are many
and numerous shapes and styles to be
found so that every personality and every contour of face may be suited.
Ribbon Is used, and still more ribbon. It is bound about the edges of
the brims of these tiny hats, and then
It is used In bows and rosettes and
cocardes and In loose, waving ends.
The fact Is that a small hat is more
likely to have trimmings of ribbon than
not, and one of the advantages of this
expression is that it Is good for the
sports as well as for the dress hat, and
the one that Is worn strictly for the
street.

through the meat grinder; add
three times the bulk of the pulp In
water and let stand over night The
next day cook until the peel Is tender,
set away again and on the third day
add an equal measure of sugar; cook
Seal In glasses and
uutll It Jellies.
set away.
Montrose Avocado Salad.
Rub a salad bowl with a clove of
garlic, add one cupful of diced avocado,s
one cupful of orange dice, two
of chopped plmentoes, two
tablespoonfuls of chopped green pepper and two cupfuls of shredded lettuce. Mix with French dressing and
Berve each portion with a half walnut
on each,

bowels open as a safeguard against Grippe or
Influenza.
When you are constipated,
not enough of Nature's
lubricating liquid is produced in the bowel to keep
the food waste soft and
moving. Doctors prescribe
Nujol because it acta like
this natural lubricant and
thus secures regular bowel
movements by Nature's own
method lubrication.
Nnjol l a lubricant no a
medlHn
or laxative so
cannot apripe. Tit it today.

the

'

tion.

The simplest way of serving the
fruit Is to cut It In halves, remove the
seeds and fill with French dressing,
using lemon Juice In the proportion of
one teaspoonful to three of oil.

Applying

(

A LUBWICANT'NOT

A LAXATIVE
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Ladies Let Cuticura
Keep Your Skin
Fresh arid Young
Sat 25c, Oiahaeat 25 aoi 50c, Takaa 25c

EYES SORE?
A

rH table and

four dniiTBit'i

EYEWATER

1
1ne 17H6. Buy
peedr remedy
Co.,
John L. Thompson H.ins

or

:
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car.
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Be content with an unmu- tual admiration society
all your life I
Absorb This:
HOT AIR 18 NOT GOOD IN
ALL 8EAS0N8
HOT AIR PLANT8 IN THE
CELLAR ARE BETTP
THAN ABOVE 8TAIRS
(C by MoClure Newspaper Syndicate.)
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Old Saying.

tom

Tall, slender,
rather good looking. Dresses
well and glories In large collections of scarf pins. Air of assurance. Skillfully veiled boaster, so the most modest ear Is
not offended, at first Always
has a big scheme on with the
most prominent man In town.
Speaks casually, but loudly, of
"When I was out to BUI So and
So's for dinner the other night."
m p

ever.
Prescription for

one
and

Finding himself near his home one
lunch time a traveling salesman decided to have the meal with his wife. Arriving at the house, he found the doctor's motorcar outside, and letting himself In quietly, saw his wife sitting on
the medical mun's knee.
He left as quietly as he had entered
and, going to the local fruiterer, ordered him to send a barrel of apples to
his house that afternoon.
trav-?le- r
flenching home for dinner, the
w:t must nffahle and his wife de

8y

man like this proposed

. .
,
was a minister.
IN FACT
This is the thing you'd never
guess from him as he Is warranted to keep you guessing for-

Amber Marmalade.

Take one oragne, one lemon and
the core
Hemove
grapefruit.
seeds from the grapefruit as
an ItM ."! orange, cut In pieces

Has
you?

Drives

luxury.
The Hawaiian

way Is to dice the
fruit with equal parts of pineapple,
serve In cups of bead lettuce and
French dressing, garnish with a quarter of a slice of unpeeled orange.
Most epicures who enjoy this fruit
like the plain French dressing to serve
with it, no matter in what combina-

to

ther

the alligator
avocado,
enjoy a few
pear,
recipes to vary the serving of this

Grippe
advise keeping

MEN YOU MAY MARRY
By E. R. PEYSER

lighted with the present of the apples.
After thanking her husband, she Inquired: "But why did you send so
many apples, deur?"
"Oh," he replied, "an apple a day
the doctor awnyl" Chlcugo
keeps
Dully News.
Classified.
Harry Just met Ed. Sold he was
broke ; had bought a $."00 squirrel
coat for his wife.
Ed alLarry Most appropriate.
ways was a nut.

A Dark Tragedy.
Three little colored hoys visited the
zoo ; one got near a crocodile and then
there were two; the second started
fooling with a bunch of polar bears
and barely got a chance to rattle oft
his prayers ; the last one found a pair
of dice and started In to play with
other youngsters, who took his cash
away. Chicago American.
Seatina the World.
At a chair factory In a North Caro
lina town an old negro had been loading chairs all day on a Inure truck.
to be taken to the depot for shipment.
The shades of night were falling and
the old man was very tired. He
thought his dav's work was over, when
the truck backed up to be loaded once
the old man exmore, whereupon
claimed i "It do look like dls here
world would get sot down ntter a
while." Atluntn Constitution.

Dispatch Is the soul of business.

and
Pleasure
benefit combined.
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There are scores
of reasons why

"Vaseline" Petroleum JeDy ahoald ba
aeeounted a household m&ioatay. A
few of them are bums, ores, blisters,
-cuts. It cornea In bottlee-- at all drug
giata and general store.
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Elegant simplicity is emphasized In
this pocketed frock of silk crepe with
a Russianized note of embroideries.

seals

the same manner, but this season
seems probable thnt the bow of
ribbon will be the thing and that Its
color will harmonize rather than
with that of the hat Itself.

llrert

MANUFaCTURlMQ

CO.

10i,,,HIii

Vaseline

always a hot of this general character, though It Is not always trimmed

RegUS-PatO-

In
It

PETROLEUM JELLY

.
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con-tra-

TIPS OF TRIMMINGS
Large bows of silver ribbon trim
some of the newest hats. They are
d

and

brighten-u-

trwnur unir
iuui nun

mot aet be Idle,
er eueaked wile,

n,.e.nir
sssssssa

ana brief bec all lis erlrlaal
color and luxuriance. At all food druraiaw, 75c, of
lreo Iroaa HES1K - BUS. Cl ..Us. UaUm. TIM.

anlektr rerlw
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A Mile Out.

tai-

lored suits or dark wraps.
Very soft light leather In vivid colors Is used to trim sport dresses of
Sometimes It Is emcrepe de chine.
ployed to make the monogram and belt.
Is being used
Cutwork
on innny of the henvy wool and silk
gowns Instead of embrlodery. It is
seen frequently on coats as well as on
gowns.
The most unusuirf cuffs seen on any
of the new frocks are of organdie with
nifties of gold lace. They turn back
from the wrist to the elbow with a decided flare.
Very highly glazed ribbon Is extensively useil both In millinery nnd on
costumes.
Dancing frocks show rows
and rows of It decorating the new long
skirts.
An overblouse of gray crepe de
chine achieves something original in
the way of decoration by adding a
fringe of green suede about the collar,
cuffs nnd hem.
The embroidery seen on the new
frocks for spring is done In fine thread
In very small, fine designs. This Is an
Important detail on many of the smart-

put

THOSEorwho are fondwillof

Physicians

It satfsfles the
sweet tooth and
aids digestion. ..

'

From Paris the very latest news Is
that the ribbon flat rosettes npplled to
the sides of small hats and lurge ones
must have In their centers some arrangement of small and brightly colored flower buds.
Lace and still more lnce Is to be
seen on the newer hats. It la the trimming of the moment to be sure and
nothing can be more feminine nor more
surely becoming than Is this vogue.
Black lace Is decidedly popular. In
fact It Is the only color that should
be used because It is so thoroughly
satisfactory that It should be left alone
In Its glory.
After the rage for a certain small
hat, there Is bound to come a reaction

the

sweet

of VVRIGLEY'S.

mushroom-shape-

medical advice.

I

of
with Ina bttform

Millinery.

Spring

though,

lie wants It good and strong;
And every roan who ever had
A household and a wife,
One certain thing has wanted bad
And wanted all his life.
Some things we'd like to have we
can't
O women, give us beedl
There are some tilings that husbands
want
That husbands really need.
One little boon we'd like to crave,
Its absence often hurts
Oh, somewhere In the dwelling save
A Place to Keep Our Shirts.
One small, exclusive dresser drawer
For all our very own
We do not ask for any more.
We long for that alone.
Now, when we have to dress 10
haste,
No wonder that we curse
We grab a shirt, we get a waist
Or something even worse.
We do not ask to have a den,
A room our own to.be;
We do not ask a refuge when
The ladles stay to tea.
But have one place that's crowded not
with pinkish things and skirts
0 let us have one little spot
Where We Can Keep Our Shirts I

Top off each meal

Lacs, Feathers and Flowers,
tha Chief Decoration Used on

thing-prov-

LA

After Every Meat

OKBEVS

SIMPLE AFTERNOON FROCK

Ribbon,

--

'

A

I

Hair

Keeps
d.

HONORABLE DEFEAT

Keeps Hair

j

A. WALKER

RESERVE, NEW MEXICO

MAN WANTS
BUT LTTTLE

i

COMBED, GLOSSY

ADVOCATE,

The following, reported to the Washington Star by Mrs. W., is not perhaps without some local Interest : Two
laborers were looking at the statuo
of Longfellow. One Bald, "Well, what
did he dol" The other replied, "Oh.
nothing much. He married Iloosevelt's)
daughter." Boston Transcript.
DYED HER SKIRT, DRESS,
SWEATER AND DRAPERIES

'

WITH "DIAMOND DYES"

VUL
UIVU n.Atar.

tains directions
ajre or
MB,

tint

OlOkB,

oon- "TV mnnil Dvm"
J
so simple any woman caa

her worn,

habby
o- -

ooverin(!, draperies, hanKinge, everything.
even II ehe nae never ayeo. Deiore. du;
"Diamond Dyee" no other kind then
home dyeing ii eure because Dia-

perfect)
mond Dyee are guaranteed not to epot.
or run. leu your axungiai
fade,, 1. itreaK, M.tan.1
....... fA llva fa
l a uio.. . .... wn
wuetun ,L.
Jvu with
wool or lilk, or whether it is linen, eottoa
Advertisement.
or mixed goods.

8harkskln Leather Approved.
The manufacture of shurkBkln leath
er Is being developed with much success. At one plant 200 sharkskins are
No. 1 Sweeping Lines of Tulle Faced
With an Arrangement of 8oft Feath- est creations.
being treated dally, with the demand
A velvet gown, cut on very plain, for the finished product exceeding tba
ers. No. 2 Cocarde of Ribbon and
''
No.
3 Hat of Maron classical lines, is trimmed with
Rosebuds.
supply.
of leaves of a darker shade than
Satin, Trimmed With Flowers.
the material and Is outlined with sil- "COLD IN THE HEAD"
and therefore we might Just as well ver.
la an acuta attack of Naaal Catarrh.
Black silk lace mounted on silver Those eubject to frequent "colda" are.
attune our thought to the approach of
condition.
of
an
elnborate
hats.
cloth gives the effect
renerally In a "run down"
larger and
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE Is a
straw hat sliver brocade In a very sninrt dinner Treatment
There Is a
conaletlna; of an Ointment, to
a Tonic, which acts
that seems to be taking to a ribbon gown designed for a matron. Metallic be uaed locally, and
through the Blood on the
band and a floppy ribbon bow that cloth Is frequently veiled with lace to Quickly
building
up the System,
Surfaces,
and maklnir you less liable to40 "colds."
hangs away from one side. There Is produce a softer effect.
Years.
Sold by druggists for over
T. J. Cheney 4 Co., Toledo. O.
:

s

broader-brimme-

d

d

Mu-oo- us

HATS, BAGS AND PARASOLS MATCH

A Misunderstanding.
Ella Do you like Shakespeare!
Stella Well, I haven't anything
India Shawl Used for Sports Frock, turned up directly In the buck after a
Affording Quaint and Interestimethod. Again the against the man personally.
very
ng Outfits.
brim may be folded buck to the crown
on one side.
Quaint looking sports frocks are
Coiffure to Order.
made of India shawls with huts, bags
FOR INDIGESTION
"So suddenly
has bobbed hair
and parasols to match. The Idea of
the matching set, consisting of a hat, dropped from favor," says the hair
bitg and parasol Is one that has been manufacturers, "that the wearers hove
varihad no opportunity of letting nature
exploited for several reasons by
ous French modistes, notably among take Its course, and they simply will
6 Bell-an- s
them Elaine of the Rue de lo Pnlx. not wait for the slow and natural InBut this season's vogue for everything crease In their crowning glory. WomHot water
Peren of shorn locks are now resorting to
printed, especially in Indian and
Relief
Sure
sian design, brings with It an excel- all manner of artifices, even to wigs,
enout
a
of
to
the
for
luxuriant
working
give
appearance
lent opportunity
ELL-A- M
crop of hair, and the rush for
tirely new variations of an old Idea.
Is
Nowacoiffure
nmnzlng.
254 AND 75 PACKAGES EVERYWHERE
Suzy, a French milliner who has
been quite successful in recent months, days, the most overworked class are
mnkes very attractive sets, consisting those employed in the transformation
of hats and bags of flowers mounted nnd switch business."
on foundations of net. It Is but logiNovel Colors.
cal that the Interesting developments
A gown of white georgette has hora
taking place In fabrics should have
as izontal bands of lavender which reach
strong Influence on millinery. Just
we have the printed and embroidered to the waistline, and n corsnge of yel
Is a burden when the) body
fabrics In dress, so we have them In low sntln flowers with long ends of Life
Is racked with pain. Everything
hats. There are the straw cloths, yellow satin ribbon, placed directly In
worries and the victim becomes
braided and embroidered, as well as front.
despondent and downhearted.
organdie and other cotton materials
wool
with
NIc.
For
embroidered
nnd
Lady
To bring back the sunshine take
painted
New smoking Jackets nnd suits for
and soutache braid.
LATHROP'S
milwomen, Imported from England, show
In these as well ns In nil other
and
trousers
full
couts
short
of
vol
ore
shell
tints
linery the tortoise
are vets, brocades and satins, bnnded with
prominent. Most effective hats
HAARLEM
fur and elaborately trimmed.
made In these shades, braided and
tJ3
embroidered In darker tones of brown.
Millinery.
The national remedy of Holland for ovei
Sometimes braiding is combined with
rebe200 years; it is an enemy of all pains
Nothing apparently can disturb the
acid
embroidery. Interesting things are
sulting from kidney, liver and uric
of large lints, vogue of the sinnll embroidered hat
brims
the
to
done
ing
AU druggists, three aia.
troubles.
The hat of
flowers or foliage
such as turning them up Blmrply at
Look for the name Cold Medal on every
Is ulso popular now iu blight colors.
Is
hat
Sometimes
the
and
accept no Imitation
boa
different angles.
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THE RESERVE
FOREIGN

UN EPITOME OF

The French and Belgians by declar
ing that they are ready when Ger
many begins payment, to evacuate the
Ruhr and the territory recently occupled on the right bank of the Ithlne,
believe they have dealt a big blow to
German propaganda.
Although offering no very definite
CONDENSED
RECORD OF THE
evidence to support their Btuteinents,
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
some of the British correspondents In
HOME AND ABROAD,
the Ruhr assert that there Is a ten'
dency towards peace and that both
sides would welcome a settlement end'
lng the strain of the past few weeks.
FROM ALL
Nearly 300 prisoners taken In the
week end raids In England and Scot
land are understood to have been
lauded at Dublin from British war
ACHIEVE8,
DOING
SAYINGS,
ships, 200 men from one, and the bul
MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
ance, Including about thirty women,
from another. All were conveyed un
ANDFEARS OF MANKIND.
der heavy armed guard to Jull.
It Is estimated that 150 Greek naval
officers and men were drowned when
WESTERN
the Greek transport Alexander
Organization of the Brotherhood
and foundered during a fierce
to
la
Hank of Spokane
expected
gale between Snlumls and Plrseus. The
be completed toon.
transport had on board 250 officers
Vulcan's pipe was out again and and men, on furlough from the cruls
Lassen peak, after spouting smoke and ers Georgle, Savroff, Kllkls and
steam for more than two hour has
resumed the same peaceful exterior it
China's recent note to Japan, rehas borne for many months.
questing that a discussion be held
Two armed highwaymen bound the with a view of returning Dalny and
proprietor and two employes, one a Port Arthur to China, was Interpreted
In Toklo as no less than a communlca
young woman. In the 0. Cramer Jeweltlon declaring abrogated the
ry store on an upper floor of a downtown office building In Portland, Ore.
treaty of 1915, which emboddolied the "twenty-on- e
demands."
The
and escaped with several thouaund
terms of the Chinese note came as a
lars In Jewelry and watches.
A charge of first degree murder has surprise to Japan.
Wash.,
It has been reported that the Brit
been
filed In Vancouver,
against George Edward Whitfield, In ish government lias formally protested
an attempt to establish his alleged on legal grounds against the French
connection with the murder of
occupation of territories between the
Anna Nosko while the child was Rhine bridgeheads.
It Is learned auon her way home from school.
thoritatively, however, that no formal
Throe members of the California protest has been made, but only verbal
through diplomatic
legislature und one former member representations
those held up by five channels, pointing out the difficulties
were among
created
British
authorities In
the
for
masked bandits and robbed of several
thousand dollars In cash and Jewelry at the Rhtnelnnd.
The Free State government has defthe Dreamland Cafe, a road house
miles from Sacramento.
twenty-fou- r
initely rejected the latest, and what
observers considered the most
Nels Otteson was burned to death, many
promising, move for peace in Ireland.
and his partner, "Scotty" Pascal, sleepArchbishop Hurty of Cashel and sev
ing In the same room of their shack eral
others, Influential friends of the
burned
wus
at Hurlowton, Mont.,
badly
In Munster, recently progovernment,
and nearly suffocuted, before firemen,
an
truce under which
Immediate
posed
attracted by the flames und smoke,
the Republicans would dump all their
belching from doors and windows, exarms under a pledge that they be
tinguished the fire, and gained en- handed over to whichever party won
trance, according to a message re- the next election.
ceived In Miles

LATE LIVE NEWS

SOURCES

enp-slze- d

Leni-nos-

Chlno-Japane-

City.

Liuding revenue cutters which for
days have been patrolling the heads,
and dry agents who have been watchauxiling tl4e coast line, a
iary schooner from Vancouver slipped
Into San Francisco bay und succeeded
In lauding a rich rum curgo of 1,000
cases of Imported whisky, vulued ut
A fleet of uuso trucks were
$11)0,000.
.waiting at Lugano cove :m the schoon
cr slipped In the Oifiden Gate and
liovo to close by the army transport
docks.

Harvey I'ugh of Berkeley, former
army aviator, was near death at the
Kl Adobe hospital ut Monterey, Calif.,
with a fractured skull, broken legs, a
broken arm, broken Juw and several
broken fingers, and arrangements were
being made to ship the body of Chester Williams, secretary of the Williams Itrothers Airplane Company, to
Ms home In San Francisco, following
the crash of a plane being piloted by
I'ugh over the Pebble Iieach golf links,
near Monterey.

WASHINGTON
now In progress among
Meetings
ship operators In the west coast conference, with the reported purpose of
agreeing on rates on dried and canned
fruits from Pacific ports to Europe
hold only an "academic Interest" for
the shipping board, It was said officially at Washington. The emergency
fleet corporation withdrew a year ugt
from the truffle which would be affected. It wus explained, and will not
It so long us adequate American tonnage Is assured to shippers.
Cluudius II. Huston, assistant secretary of commerce, bus resigned to become president of the World Commerce Corporation, a new oil company
In process of organization, which will
operate In South and Central America.
Secretary of the Interior Work performed one of his first official ucts
when he took over a historic piece of
ground In the states of Utah and Colorado, set aside in a proclamation issued by President Harding on March
2, to be preserved lor posterity. This
ground lias been designed us a national monument and the Indian word,
"Ilovenwecp," meaning "deserted valley," la the name that has been given
r
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FINANCE

BODY

WILL

NOT

TO

BE

MADE

FEDERAL AGENCY MADE
NO ATTEMPT TO RESTRICT
ASSISTANCE.

CLAIM

The War Finance
Washington.
Corporation has given assurance to
the farmer that Its polities respecting
credit to the agricultural Industry will
be continued, nlong lines which are
limited only by the provisions of the
luw.

The purpose of the corporation to
proceed with Its agricultural relief
with the new
program in
agencies of agricultural credit created
by the last Congress, was outlined by
the corporation directors at a confer
ence at widen a request for the greatest possible extension of farm aid was
made by members of the farm and
progressive blocs of Congress and by
the heads of a half dozen farm organizations.
The delegation which called on the
corporation was headed by Senator
Capper, Republican, Kansas, head of
the farm bloc.
"There bus been and Is," Senator
Capper said, "some uneasiness of pro
ducing sections of the country that
there will be u
by the War
Finance Corporation in muklng loans
this yeur. The feeling seems to pre
vail that the corporation may change
its policies because of the enactment
of the new farm credits law.
"The farmers need Just as liberal
treatment as before and our main purpose here Is to express the hope that
the policies of the last two years will
be continued so that the coining crops
can be produced and marketed in orderly fushlon, rather thun forced upon
the murket by. dumping, tlirough lack
of finances to carry them over."
Several other senators and congressmen and representatives of the farm
organizations made similar requests.
After the conference the corporation
Issued a stutement In which It endorsed the recent statement of Secretary Walluce that there would be no
attempt by any federal agency charged
with extending farm credit to restrict
or hamper the extension of aid.
Senator Wkeeler, pemocrut, Mon
tana, nskeu during the conference why
the corporation had made no loans
abroud to aid In providing un export
market and was told by the directors
assoeia
that no foreign
tions had applied for such loans.
n

Irish Execute Seven Rebels.
Dublin The Irish Free State au
thorities took renewed drastic meas
ures In dealing with the irregulars'
campaign against the government, ex
ecuting seven men here and in Cork
for possession of arms and participa
tlon In attacks. This resumption of
executions followed closely the raids
upon the colonies of Republican sym
pathizers In England and Scotland, in
which more than 100 prisoners were
taken.
44 Lives Is Toll of Storms.
Chicago Red Cross representatives,
public officials und citizens have been
at work retrieving the salvage, human
and otherwise, from the wreckage In
t
several
states.
Reports
apparently nearly complete, placed the
life loss at forty-fouNearly 200
were reported Injured.
storm-swep-

d

In the

state

Millionth Purebred Holstein to Be

LET AGRICULTURAL INTERESTS SUFFER.

LOANS

OF SOY

LEAVES PRISON

AFTER22 YEARS

CLUBMOVEMENT
Useful

The Nazarenes of Portnles, are
planning the erection of a new church
In the early spring.
The appointment of Orrie L. Phillips
to be District Judge In New Mexico
was confirmed In the closing hours of
the session by the U. S. Senate.
Frank Durham was shot and killed
and
Frank Smith, Sr., and Frank
Smith, Jr., are seriously wounded as a
result of a revolver duel at Rivera,
N. M., near Las Vegas.
At Albuquerque Pablo Torres Is In
the city hospital in a serious condition
as the result of an auto collision when
the car he was driving crashed Into a
lurge truck.
The- Fruit Growers' Association,
which was formed some time ago at
Roswell, at a recent meeting petitioned
the county commissioners for an In
spector for Chaves county.
son of Mr. and
Kenneth,
Mrs. L. F. Krusty was instantly killed
when he fell from a motor truck
driven by his father und the wheels
passed over his body.
The Continental Oil Company of
Socorro Is changing its location and
muklng many Improvements In the
plunt. A large warehouse will be
erected and a cement loading platform built.
The El Paso & Southwestern rail
road is planning big improvements at
Tucumcarl, a feuture of which will be
one of the best und largest schutes
on the roud.
Work will be started at

fever-ruls-In-

POPULARITY

STRIDES OF

BEAN IS INCREASING

TO AID FARMER
WAR

Finnish-America-

MEXICO

NEW

BIG

WILL CONTINUE

A
total of $50,000 has been sub
scribed toward the fund of $100,000
which is being raised for the new
sunlturium In Roswell. It Is planned
to start work on the building by the
first of May.
Michael Federlco, 10 years old, In de
shot and
fense of his
killed his father, Sunto Federlco, when
the latter attacked the woman. The
child was exonerated by a coroner's
Jury ut Raton.
If the present pluns of the business
men of Roswell und the Chamber of
Commerce, are carried out that city
will have a sunlturium by the end of
GENERAL
the year which will be one of the fin
All creditors of the Lincoln Motor est in the state.
Car Company, purchused last year by
The members of the lodge of Elks
Henry Ford ut a receiver's nile, have und the Montezuma College are mak
been reimu't sed in full by Mr. Ford.
lng pluns for the entertainment of the
Death, Injury und damage were the visitors to the meeting of the Cattle
Mureli
which
storms
harvest of furious
and Horse Growers' Association, which
recently Bwept niuiiy sections of the is to be held in Las Vegas, Murch 10,
region between the Rockies und the
Two Mexican boys, with passports
Appalachian mountains.
that they had Just crossed the
Sixteen Itusslnn refugees of Admiral showing
border en route to California, were
to
who
came
Manila
Stark's command,
held up by three men near the station
from Vladivostok, und who were arund rubbed of all the money they hud
rested Feb. 20, charged with mutiny, In their
pockets, amounting to about
were sentenced to terms ranging from
5.
one to five months. With the consent
The $50,000 federal aid highway be
of the government they will be confined In Bilibld, the Philippine Insular tween Tulurosa und Mesculero, which
as been under construction for some
penitentlury.
bus been completed und is nowtime,
Joie W. Ray of the Illinois Athletic
traffic. The road is one of
for
open
Club, Chicago, defeated Willie Rltola the finest In the central
part of the
Athletic Club
of the
stute and is completely hard surfaced
of Iew York City by fifty yards in a for
the entire distance.
race at the annual track
While the Standard group lias been
und field games of the Western Union
at Chicago. busy going over the oil field In the
Association
Athletic
"Chesty Jole" finished in 14 minutes Aztec district, It is reported thatinmany
concerns
the
of the independent
and 54 seconds.
United States have also been making
The story of how Miss Evelyn Lywith the result that at
ons fooled the medical profession of Investigations,
new test wells will be
least
fifly
men
and
Mich.,
newspaper
Escanamba,
drilled during the year.
sympathetic neighbors for twenty-onThe first National Bank of Raton,
her
Ingenious
days through
luetics by a hot water bottle was through Its agriculture department,
unfolded by Dr. Harry J. Defnet, city will uld the farmers of the county Is
health commissioner of Escanaba. The securing and exchanging seeds for
Due to the dry
planting.
hoax was made possible through the spring
aid of a hut water bottle of the same weather of the past yeur farm seeds
color us the girl's night dress, Dr. lire scarce and many of the farmers
are without seeds of uny kind.
Defnet said.
Whether u pipe line is run from the
All persons riding In government-owneaircraft are now required to oil region of Sun Juun county to Galwear a parachute on every flight, ac- lup, McKinley county, or to some other
run a
cording to officers ut Chanute field, place, or whether the plun to
pipe line falls through, real estate Is
lluntoul, III.
around the county seat of
A slight earthquake was felt at Kl booming
to inforPaso recently. Buildings were slightly McKinley county, according
mation received from prominent resishaken "and windows rattled, but no
dents of Gallup.
damage has been reported. Western
Assurance that the big Cowboys' ReUnion offices report that the quake
was felt as far West as Lordsburg, N. union in Las Vegus will be a bigger
M., as far north as Alumogordo and as and better show thun ever, was anfar eust as Sierra Bluuca. Reports are nounced when it wus reported that all
Unit It wus the most pronounced at Co- the money for the prizes had been
The celebration will last for
lumbus and Hachlta, N. M. No dam-ng- e pledged.
save broken windows and falling three days und a big advertising campaign will soon be started by the complaster has been reported.
Flouting on un Ice cuke In the Mis mittee in charge of tills part of the
souri river, near Omaha, to certain work.
Roswell business men have under
death, with the banks lined with
friends and relatives unable to avert taken the big tusk of furnishing a
the tragedy, two Iowa boys chose as volunteer crew to assist In the smudgtheir furewell message the hymn. ing of the orchards during the spring
inNearer, My God, to Thee." For hours frost seuson. Because of the
the woung men, Harvey Mcintosh, and creased number of orchurds which will
his brother, Tom, of Mondumln, Iowa, be protected this seuson it is believed
had been marooned on a sandbar In that there will be a big shortage of
the Missouri river, thirty miles north of help und the business men will have
Omaha, following a sudden rise of the some Job. A committee has been
river that swept away their boat while named to take charge of the work and
a canvass will be made this month.
they were hunting ducks.
At a recent meeting of the Chamber
Samuel Gonipers, president of the
American Federation of Labor, con- of Commerce of Carlsbad, pluns were
fined to Lenox Hill hospital In New sturted for the big celebration which
York City, with pneumonia, Is out of Is to be held in timt city July 3, 4 und
5. The three days will be tuken up
danger, according to his pliysiclan, Dr.
G. Fish. The labor chief Is expected with a water carnlvul, rodeo and many
to be able to leave the hospital soon. other atractlons similar to that of last
yeur.
He will go to Florida to recuperate.
The first meeting of the De Iiaca
The March lion descended upon cit
Convention will be
Singing
ies of the Mississippi valley und the County
held ut Fort Sumner the first Sunday
central wstern states lust week, playIn Muy according to Die report of the
ing havoc "vlth wire communication In committee in
charge. This is one of
and
changing
spring
all directions,
the largest organizations of the kind
breezes to winter blasts of wind, rain

Secretary Wallace of the Department of Agriculture believes the farm
credits act to be one of the most
pieces of legislation passed by
the last Congress and that by stabilizing agricultural production and marketing Its effect will be reflected In
business generally. "It marks an
earnest effort by Congress to provide
the farmer with the sort of credit he
ihust have to carry on efficiently," he
said, "und to meet a need which has
been felt for fifty years."
The federal farm loan board, at the
conference
conclusion of a three-dawith the federal land bank presidents,
gave assurance that farmers of the
country will have the benefit of the
government's flnunelal aid, authorized
la the recently enacted rural credits
the spring
legislation, by the time
planting begins.
A law and a half a day for 024 days
was the record of the
Congress, Frank W. Mondell of
Troruihllpnn Hniisp lead I
lUlUg,
er, said in a statement Insertwd In the I
and snow.
Congressional record.

ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

Iowa Bonus Law Constitutional.
Des Moines, Iowa. The State Su
preme Court upheld the validity of the
Iowa bonus law. Affirmation of the
lower court's decision that the bonus
law Is valid practically assures soldiers, sailors, marines and nurses who
served from Iowa In the World War,
adjusted compensation at the rate of
50 cents a day. It was antlclDated that
Henry W. Grout of Waterloo, who
brought the suit, would Immediately
waive his rights to a petition of a re
hearing and that the action would be
final.

Registered

Is Owned by
Girl.

Oil

Plant as

Well

as

Forage Crop in Corn Belt.
With
Factories Equipped
for the Manufacture of
Various Food Products Blloxl
Variety Favored.

Several

Wisconsin

Machinery

MANY YOUNG PEOPLE ENGAGED

th Unltod Statu Department
f Agriculture.)
In view of the rapidly Increasing
popularity of the soy bean as an oil
plant as well as a forage crop In the
corn belt, the bureau of plant In
dustry, United States Department of
Agriculture has extended Its lnvestlea
tlons with these beans to meet the de(Prepared

SoyV

as

and Girl' Organizations Started

With Simple Grain Growing and
Live Stock Judging Contests
Many Own Calves.
The millionth purebred Holstein to
registered Is a young heifer owned
by a boys and girls' calf club member, Miss Hilda Techlln ot Wisconsin.
Her animal was the first purebred on
her parents' farm and the beginning
of the excellent dairy herd now maintained there. Hundreds of purebred
dairy herds have been started In the
same way, according to reports from
state calf club leaders.
Of Recent Origin.
The boys and girls' calf club movement Is of recent origin. It started
with simple grain growing and live
stock Judging contests. Today It has
developed into every phase of farm
and thousands of young
Industry
people In every state are now actively
engaged In the production of all crops
and live stock. Fundamental business
b

principles associated with farming are
taught by the requirement of accurate
records of all work. In 1922 there
were 10,000 farm boys and girls in
America.
Nearly 4,000 of this number
are enrolled in Holstein clubs, according to the records of the Holsteln- Frlesltm Association of America.
Strides by Calf Clubt.
The great strides made by dairy calf
clubs was especially noticeable during
the past show season. At least 2,000
boys and girls owned dairy calves
good enough to be shown at the lead- -

Oklahoma Man, Held as Slayer,
Liberated by Confession of
Murderer's Wife.

FINDS CHANGED WORLD

b)r

Sentenced to Life Imprisonment In 1900 for Murder) Finds
Himself Wealthy as Ho Steps
Into New World.

Indian,

23
Muskogee, Okla. After
mand for Information relative to the years In prison for a murder serving
he did not
culture, varieties, and utilization of commit, Charner Tldwell, of Welch,
the crop. About 175 Introductions of Okla., has returned
here;' probably
millionaire. When seventeen years old
he was convicted of killing James
Brown, a farmer, In Adair county, and
was sentenced to life Imprisonment.
Recently a woman, Josle Gregory,
made a deathbed confession, declaring that Tldwell was Innocent and that
her late husband, Robert Gregory,
killed Brown, and that both of them,
aa well as relatives, swore to false evidence at Tldwell's trial In 1000. Brown
was mysteriously shot to death In 1899
while riding along a highway to his
farm. Tldwell was at the time employed on the farm and suspicion fastened on him, as he had quarreled with
Brown shortly before the tragedy.
Enough circumstantial evidence was
Introduced by witnesses to convict
him, despite the fight of his attorneys.
Finds Changed World.
Tldwell, who la part Cherokee In
dian, found a different world when released. Twenty-twyears ago he went
to the federal prison at Atlanta, Ga.
Oklahoma and Indian Territory still
were the frontier." Then small villages
of
unpointed houses and the
council fires of the tribe formed the
Typical Soy Bean Plant.
outstanding picture of youth. Now be
is trying to become accustomed to skyManfrom
received
were
soy beans
street cars, autochuria, Japan, and China In 1922. Many scrapers, elevators,
Indians
dressed In the
and
mobiles,
of these appear to be of promise for
northern and central conditions. Sev- height of the white man's fashions.
Government allotments, held all
eral factories have been equipped or
are being equipped with machinery for these years, will now be paid to him,
the manufacture of soy bean oil and
meal as well as for various food prod
ucts, such as soy sauce, flour, and milk
powder.
Much progress, according to the an
nual report of the bureau, Is being
made with soy beans in the South,
where In past years the crop has not
been very popular because of the shattering tendencies of the varieties that
were grown. The BIloxl variety, however, on account of Its nonshatterlng
characteristics, has done much, to In
crease the popularity and acreage of
the crop In the Gulf Coast states. The
Laredo variety has been found to be
resistant to nematodes and wilt It has
given most excellent results for forage
and seed production.
o

one-stor-y

FEED TO FATTEN LIVE STOCK

Hilda Techlin and Her Purebred
stein Heifer,

Figures Based on Investigations Made
by Department of Agriculture
on Big Lots.

Hol-

lng state fairs. All breeders' associations are back of boys and girls because they are farsighted enough to
see the future results. B'or example,
associathe national
tion makes the Junior work a big part
of Its extension program, and In 1922
gave over .$2,500 In prizes and ribbons. Bankers and other business nnn
are glad to loan money and offer
prizes for such work.
While all of this good work is going on, fathers learn from their sons,
and wonder why someone did not give
them the same chance when they were
boys. In the pnst five years dairy calf
clubs have solved In great measure
the problem of "Why John Left the
Holsteln-Frlesla-

n

Farm."

SMALLEST

AND LARGEST

BEE

Combs of Pigmy Honey Collectors Are
No Larger Than Hand of
Little Child.
The smallest honey bees In the world
found In East Indian Islands and
on the mainland of Hindustan ; the
largest are In Hindustan.
The combs of the pigmy honey col
lectors are no larger than a child's
hand, and the cells are about the size
of a small pinhead. Honey and wax
are alike excellent. The little creatures build combs on the branches of
Aa they do not have to
low trees.
provide for winter, they work all the
year through, raising broods like themselves.
The giant bees of India are as large

are

How much feed does It take to fatten a carload of cattle, hogs, or sheept
Here are some figures based on Investigations by the United States Department of Agriculture :
Six hundred bushels of corn and 17
tons of hay will fatten 250 lambs
weighing 55 pounds each and make
This will
them weigh 80 pounds.
carloao.
make one double-decFour hundred and fifty bushels of
corn and 2,750 pounds of tankage or
Ash meal will fatten 70 hogs averaging
100 pounds, to 200 pounds, making one
carload.
One thousand one hundred bushels
of corn, 10 tons of alfalfa hay, and 5
tons of straw will fatten 20 steers
averaging 850 pounds making them
gain 325 pounds each In 180 days. This
Is an average carload.
k

STUDY VARIETIES

OF WHEAT

Endeavoring to Determine Those Beet
Adapted to Varloua Section
of Country.

The agricultural experiment stations
of some 25 states are studying varieties of wheat to determine those best
adapted to the regions in which they
are located, according to reports to the
United States Department of Agriculture. Widely differing conditions are
In Alaska
Included the
Easter Island Hat Disappeared.
and the semltroplcal in Alabama,
Tahiti.
Easter
in
Island,
Papette,
Louisiana, and Georgia; mountain
the Pacaflc ocean, 2,300 miles off the
fields In Pennsylvania and prairies of
coast of Chile and famous for Its an
Kansas and Nebraska; lands under
to
have
cient gigantic statues, believed
cultivation for many years as In Virwork
of a prehistoric people, as field crickets.
been the
These monsters of
and New York, and practically
has disappeared, according to the cap the beo world build combs from six to ginia soils In some of the Western
virgin
tain ot a French merchant ship. Al- seven feet In height and four feet or states.
though persistent rumors are rife here more in width. Each weighs from 800
that the Island sunk In the ocean dur- to 400 pounds.
FEEDING POTATOES TO STOCK
ing the Chilean earthquake a few
months ago, no confirmation has been
AIM TO CONSERVE MOISTURE
When Fed to Hogs They Should Be
obtained so fur.
Cooked and Only Moderate
Not Only Destroy! Grass
Amount Given.
Cultivation
Hindenburg Says France Is Wicked.
and Weede, but Keeps soil In
Hanover. Field Marshal von Hln- Good Condition.
Potatoes are a good succulent food
denburg, addressing the Veterans'
when fed raw to cattle, sheep, horses
not
do
League recently, said: "We
The average gardener too frequently or poultry. If fed to hogs they should
wish to Instigate war, but in view of considers cultivation only as a means be cooked. But only a moderate
the present realities, we cannot deny of destroying grass and weeds. The amount should be fed. It would not
the truth of Schiller's words: 'The main function of cultivation Is to con do to try and make potatoes half the
most peaceful person cannot live In serve moisture. A soil mulch should ration for calves or other stock. They
peace if a wicked neighbor does not be maintained on all ground not ac contain too much water for that They
wish it, and the nation Is unworthy tually occupied by plants. And, If a should be fed In moderate amounts In
that does not stake everything upon fall garden Is expected, this process connection with the hay and grain. It
Its honor.' " Von Hindenburg extolled should not be. neglected after the har would probably not be advisable' to
the staunchness of the Germans In the vesting of vegetables begins, as is
feed more than ten pounds per day to
Ruhr.
each calf.
done.
ly

Found a Changed

World.

and lands, taken from him when con
victed, will be restored. He owns one
farm of 80 acres In a rich agricultural
section that Is now In a big paying oil
belt.
Three presidents refused to pardon
him when friends Interceded for him.
Judge A. V. Thomas, who presided at
his trial, and who was working to set
him free, was slain during a prison uprising at McAlester. Tldwell's mother,
who devoted her life to secure her
son's freedom, died. Twice she had
gone to Washington to ask help from
a president. It was Tldwell's only sorrow that his mother Is not living to
rejoice with him.
SON'S

THEFTS

FATHER

RUIN

near-Arct-

Man Tells How Boy Began Stealing
From Store When But Six
Years of Age.

Bethlehem, Pa. Charged with steal
ing about $15,000 worth of goods from
his father's store since he. was six
years old, Morris Schulman, eighteen
years old, Is In Jail here. He Is facing
charges of larceny preferred by his father. The boy's stealing has made him
bankrupt, the father explained.
The Son began stealing when he was
child, using the money to buy candy.
Later he spent all of his time In pool
rooms, and stole from his father to" pay
his debts. Time and again he was given
chance to reform, but he always
failed to keep his promise. Finally the
father caused his arrest.

'

Crippled Leg Cured by Fall.
Roundhead, O. Crippled for four
teen years as the result of a dislo
cated hip, J. W. Coulter, Is now walking without a limp. The use of his leg
was restored when he fell on the icy
pavement near his borne.

everything." There was no hindering
her the fortune was hers In fee. "We
LIGHT STILL BURNS
have only each other and Miss Penrv.'
Anne said, putting her hand In Lola
Missing
FOR LOST DAUGHTER
tiny palm. "Sharing Is the best part
of all. I sha'n't draw an easy breath
till everything is fixed so it can't be
Old Romantic Story, Strange and
changed.
Curiously enough, Mrs. Edwards was
J
By JANE OSBORN
Ghostly as Tale of Poe or
remotely responsible for Anne's Inher
I
itance; she had told the tragic story
ft
Kipling.
of
and Its outcome aboard
12, by ilcClur Ntwapapar Syndicate.) shiptheIn yvreck
the hearing of a man bound
Baltimore. And the lamp la still
ii oniy i ma a million I" Anne for the far southern wonder world. He
burning.
signed,
hud remembered it well
to
find
The lamp in this case refers to the
"Nmv, what would you do with it?' In it a clew that had led enough
to finding the
on the front door of the old
Lois asked.
owing to the ease with which drugs lamp
missing heiress. But, more curiously
are smuggled through Canadian porta, William T. Walters' homestead on
nuy tilings. 'Ships and shoes and sciii, Anne said nothing of any reward
which
Vernon
has
place,
the ring has transferred Its importing Mount
sealing wax' air ships, understand, to the elderly lady. They were good
staff to St. John. At present, In St burned night and day for many years.
sumen suppers, and sealing wax. friends indeed, the casual travelers-noIn the minds of Baltlmoreans la the
John there are only two Canadian ofOld Man Trouble could never, never
seemed grown Into the life of the
ficials to suppress the traffic in nar old romantic story, strange and ghostly
break through," Anne returned, hurl family at the Grange.
Miss Peggy
cotics. The drive lias thus far been as a tale of Poe, or Kipling, which
ing a Sunday supplement across the had let down all bars she had first
HR
thousands hare heard as to why the
chiefly directed at Chinese rings smug
room,
"it's simply miserable," she refused Sunday visitors through dread
a"sa
gling opium through St. John. The lamp was burned.
went on, to read about Ihe things of staring, curious eyes filled with
Mrs. Warren T. Delano, daughter of
"white rings" rarely have been mo
people huve and do, and see and morbid interest. She had taken to the
W. T. Walters, the latter known In art
lested.
If itatf
know we must stick here suiue as the Gore hoys wonderfully;
Vw3
in
turn
they
At present, the Chicago ring has six
irees so long as we live." '
gave her a reverent loving courtesy CT.
N. B. That this port employees stationed here. Its head3
JOHN,
"I'm
so
to
be
to
beautiful
glad
see.
from
55
-- aa
Is a concentration point for the
quarters have been maintained In what
Lois, the philosophical.
Still they were ready, but some"Don't you
is supposed to be a clothing factory.
be wishing any cyclone on us. You're how the heart had gone out of them. smuggling of drugs and that the vola'
ft
ume
Hsf
this winter far exceeds The" manufacturing of men's clothing
greedy a real pig, to pine fur more
They were restless, eager to be on the smuggled
h
Mnouut brought through any is utilized as camouflage for the real
when you've a
Imt, three their way to the "Great Adventure" of
4V
frocks and silk stockings, to say noth- showing sweet Ellen her own country. American port, Including New York, operations.
vet
Is the assertion of Arthur P.
The cocaine and morphine handled
Kelly, an
ing of real bronze slippers."
They held themselves beautifully to
".And nowhere to wear 'em but pic- ward tne new heiresses there waa agent of the Society for the Suppres by the Chicago gang are takeu abourd
sion of Narcotics.
the steamers by the regulur "carriers'
nics and preaching."
Anne burst out: nothing of pretension, neither of abase
a
Owing to the immense amount of employed by the ring. Some of these
"And nobody notices how 1 look any- ment, about them.
But there waa
'a
drugs smuggled Into the United States
go as seamen, stewards, oilers.
where I"
a.s"
change too subtle to be put In from eustern
Canada, Kelly was dis- Officers, also, In some instances, act
"Mistake. Seven liends turned when words.
It could only be felt and
your canary organdie went un the Anne felt it bitterly. Lois, more level- patched to the maritime provinces to as "earners." Other "carriers" travel
He has found that twen- as passengers, women particularly.
a.
aisle Sunday," Lois comforted. "And headed, was less miserable.
She had Investigate.
American
bfaj
ty
drug smuggling rings are More women are used now than ever
an
whose
In"
was
one
guess
the eternal Tighabiding faith
of them? Vance.
114
making their Importing headquarters before. The number is increasing, for
tness of what ought to be.
Haynor's."
So upon
"Pshaw Widowers don't count no a soft, starlit night she talked ear- here and that the forbidden drugs are women have proved to be efficient.
out of here dally to all
w
Working on the docks, often In Im
more than preachers," Anne dispar- nestly with Anne.
a"
In result, Anne being shipped
Itt
portant positions, are agents of the
"At least not while they're sought out the Gores, gave a hand to parts of the United States.
aged.
One of the biggest rings operating
various rings. An employee of the
each of them, and said with difficulty:
D
green after they're
1
we want an appraisal. Lola in St. John has a clearing house In Chicago ring Is a dock foreman.
like them."
$
rather
iJoya
Q
The personnel of this ring
Kelly asserts that since the first of
"Why waste breath telling me thinrs and I. How much are we worth lust Chicago.
U
Includes two Chicago politicians: the December at least $200,000 In drugs,
55
I know so well?" Lois flung back. as we stand?"
computed at Los Angeles prices, huve
"All the money In the world," from others are members of the Chicago
yawning' again.
underworld. This ring has done Its been smuggled through St. John for
U
Phil.
Anne
ran
"And then some," from Edto
the window. I'eerimr
WtiH
CO
z
Bmuxgling through New York, but, California rings only.
Q
through the half-shblinds, she said in mund, In his deepest bass. "Then
;Wrf
a stage whisper: "Somebody's
eg
coming you won't throw us away for less?"
two somebodies in fuct. Man and Anne questioned softly. Anybody who
Show-Dow- n
if
woman In a car no, there are three. needs a set answer Is Invited to make
It for himself.
111
Can't tell about the
WonA TLANTA, GA. As a climax to the
der what they want water, or
sensation caused when Asa G.
apples,
or us?"
LETTER WRITING LOST ART? Candler, Atlanta Coca Cola millionaire
"Easy to find out," Lois said as the
and noted philanthropist, broke his en5
car stopped short. No hall came Women of
Today No Longer Distrib- gagement to Mrs. Onezlma De Bouchel,
the
through
New Orleans society woman, a suit for
silence, hence these must
utors of Family News; Lovers
be visitors. Also strange
has been filed by Mrs. De
Use the Telephone.
$600,000
neighbors
knew better than to break the Sabbath
Bouchel, charging breach of promise to
Had Given Directions That It Always
by calling st the Marston place.
A generation ago the unmarried marry and aggravated damages.
All
Was to Be Burning.
week it was the scene of noble hos women of the
of
latter
the
when
1022,
During
part
family spent much of
Freshest Young Player
pitality, but nobody was welcome there their leisure keeping In touch with Mrs. De Bouchel visited Atlanta In a
circles all over the world as the
upon the day of rest.
wanderers from the domestic fold by vain effort to clear her name of charges
founder of the Walters gallery, died In
Billy Evans, American league
"We'd better go out. Miss Peg is means
In
of weekly letters pages against her character, made
She tells of events leading up to their New York a few years ago.
anony
Cornell has won 17 out of 25
y
tells of the freshest
umpire,
sound asleep," Anne said, opening the crossed,
and, alas, recrossed in a thin mous letters sent from New Orleans, engagement, and states that when she
The story Is that the lamp hung as
shell races.
young player he ever saw.
big front door very softly.
Lois slid script.
and apparently believed by Candler, learned of the bitter opposition that a
The rookie kicked hard on
perpetual welcome to Mrs. Delano,
It
behind
her.
The family was bound by these let- she declared that she did not want manifested Itself she offered twice to (Lennle Walters). Walters had dis
Together they
Two new golf courses will be opened through
several that Billy called strikes.
went down the broad stone steps and ters of remembrance
and news into the money and that vindication was all she release him and that twice he refused. approved of her marriage, It Is said,
in uolumbus, O., this summer.
"Don't forget, young fellow,"
along the gravel walk up which the proverbial bundle of sticks and the sought.
The wedding date was set for Sepnnd had turned her out of his house.
suld the ump, "that plate has
were walking slowly, held answers from
The present suit Is entered, It Is said, tember 20, 1922, she says, and the wedIndia, Australia and the
Duke Kahuuamoku, the great Ha
Repenting inter, though not in words,
got corners on It,"
from speed by the flowers In the bowloutermost Isles were stored by the old because Candler refused to give the ding Itinerary had been mnpped out he had hung the Iuiip so that the
waiian swimmer, has taken up golf.
Then the batter got the yorst
ders on either side. The woniun,
maids In drawers that had a scent of names of two men said to have made Then she received a letter, dated Sep
number "3," that of trie house, shone
of another one, so he thought.
but supple, bent to kiss a rose nomemade
serious charges to him against Mrs. De tember 15, In which Mr. Candler depotpourri.
The diamond of the Yunkees' new
redly out against the night and the
"Yes, I know," retorted the
one.
gorgeous
speciully
red
The
It
was
a
no
are
there
feared
were
that
suit
old
off
and
clared
that
the marriage plunn
Today
maids, writes Bouchel,
park In the Bronx will be pebbleless.
youngster, "but this Is the first
men, her juniors, smiled at her, but C. A. Dawson Scott In the continental Was the only way of forcing his hand. and gave us his reason slanderous day.
one I ever saw with bay
For, so the story ran, he had given
not Impatiently, rather as though shar edition of the London Mail.
In her petition, Mrs. De Bouchel, who chnrges against her character by two
Instead,
Massachusetts Golf association has
directions that It always was to be
ner Joy.
ing
we have social workers and politician!
gives her residence as lleno, Nev., unnamed nun. Mrs. De Bouchel denies
80 clubs enrolled, including 7,464 mem
burning night and day until his daugh"Hello, orphnns!" she called gayly and artists,
dressed, efficient where site obtained a divorce, tells In the truth of these chnrges and asserts ter returned. And it
bers.
always has.
as her eyes fell on the girls. "You women who trimly
detail of her friendship with Mr. Can- that "her character is worthy to en
spend what time they hav
t
It is known that Walters had a prej
don't remember me, but I saw
SMALL WINNING PERCENTAGE
a
Atto
after
visit
their
work
Is
to
become
in
her
of
done
wife
the
your
dler,
title
any
beginning
during
keeping
California legislature will be asked
Deginning Here. Where is that won
themselves in health by strenuous ex lanta, In 1919 as chaperon general at man who might seek her hand In udice agnlnst his daughter's husband.
to legalize
boxing bouts In uciiui ii, cissy person .i uo tetcli her
Reports were heard at the time of hla
ercises. No longer are they an orgunl
Ihe Confederate Veterans' reunion.
Detroit Won American League Pen- that state.
marriage."
death that he had cut her off with (50
quick! I've come 50 tulles out of my zatlon for the distribution of family
nant Flag In 1908 With .688
cents and that the son had later mada
to
see her, and can stay Just two news.
way
Close
Races.
Other
0. T. Llsko, '24, has been elected cap nours.
over to her part of her father'a estate.
Nor do the young people do their
tain of the Ohio State
This was denied by the family, how
'Us hunduy, you know," Aune be
by letter.
The lowest percentage in victories team for 1923.
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and so I think did you."
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and, let us hope, appreciative soul General Daugherty were read
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finished with a percentage
Pittsburgh Pirates.
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country. The campaign is not political, or national, need and are entiled to and wide eyes, six negro friends of
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risen from her depths of grief to suc
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Harvard's baseball team lost the last cor the helpless.
ail night, in the
shack near
Ellen Gore, her minder of their loneliness amid the principles of the responsibilities of cit citizens In the enforcement of laws.
Archdeacon Is Fast
of its threa pitching stars of last year fliosest friend, now the
"If the effort of Rotary should be here, where Osborne shot himself.
crowd a hint that others are equally izenship. The message from President
,
when Edwin Oehrke obtained leave of Mrs. Edwards had attended to all de
effective In Impressing this conception
After shooting his
Lulu
Harding follows:
solitary.
absence until the fall.
The Individual citizens responsi of the citizen's duty it will have perBradley, and his wife, Edle Osborne,
tailsbeing then, a now, a pattern of I Imagine that until the last breath
the negro returned to his own home,
cheerful efficiency. Oddly, the friends has been breathed people will be glad bility for executive government begins formed a most useful aervlce."
dressed himself in a white duck suit
naa not met since that sorrowful par- of the sudden sunlight that such
"Pep" Young, lnfielder of the Philawith large pearl buttons, wrote sev
delphia American league baseball team, tingEllen had wandered the world letter brings into the closed room of
nas received notice from Manager Con- over, Peggy stayed In her backwater, life something to warm limbs
eral messages, climbed Into a rude
already
nie Mack of his unconditional release. doing what she could with tier broken growing cold.
pine coffin built by his own hands,
CAN. There'a an
life. She loved her adopted daughters,
placed a Bible under his bead, and
Nor do I think it matters from whom QUEBEC, at Abbottsford that will be
'
then shot himself.
Haskell Indians at Lawrence, Kan., they made her time of waiting less comes the little glowing screed. Any watched mighty closely next summer.
X X J
When physicians had pronounced
are to have a $50,000 athletic field. It weary, but she would be glad when soul that offers human affection makes And here's why: A. W. Buzzell of
Osborne dead, negroes from the neigh
is the largest Indian school In the the end came, and she could leave us think that If we so love there may Abbottsford awoke . one morning to
borhood brought their lunches and re
United States and has developed many them to share her modest competence. be behind the fog In which we have find himself' unexpectedly the origimained through the night with their
Yet she called almost Joyfully from our being a great caring from which nator of a seedless and coreless vafamed sport squads.
dead friend.
the piazza : "Ellen, you're still achiev originally the little caring sprang.
of
apples.
riety
Lulu Brndley, the mother-in-laPennsylvania university Is opposed ing the impossible. Come iu straight
This accidental Luther Burlmnk ex
to the suggested change from three to away, and give an account of your
died several hours before, according
hibited a large basket of his freak
Dynamite Kills Blight,
to negroes In Spencer. Edle Osborne,
four miles as the distance for the an- self."
Down from the Powell fair comes a apples at the exhibition of the
"Even if it Is Sunday?" Ellen asked. story about defending the melon
nual intercollegiate rowing championthe wife, was brought to Oklahoma
and Fruit Growing Society of
patch
her eyes twinkling. Miss Peggy's all from the blight. One exhibitor was Quebec, where they created a sensa- I found all of them without core or City and placed In a hospital.
ship.
but twinkled back, replying: "Sen- asked whether he had trouble of that tion. Seedlesa and coreless apples, it seeds.
Ernest Jeanes, outfielder, and Ike tence is a month's Imprisonment."
sort. "Never," he said. Urged to ex- Is said, were never produced before
"Unfortunately, my apples had been
"Commutation
for good conduct?" plain his method he replied "dyna- by science or accident In the world's placed in piles, and I was unable to
Kahdot, third baseman of the CleveMrs.
Edwards asked. Miss Peggy mite." "You don't blow 'em up?" in- history.
Mail Box Holds Woman's
land Americans, have been released to
determine which particular trees had
nodded but almost whispered: "Only quired his anxious hearers. And then
the Saginaw club of the Michigan-OntariThe applea are of the Fameuse va produced the abnormal fruit. I will
Hand Several Minutes
half a day, even If you are angelic." he proceeded to explain that he simply riety, with the typical coloring and now have to wait until next year to
league.
In the middle of the month came the burned the pulverized explosive in hla
at
trees.
that
of
Then
the
learn
their
family,
except
parent
by graftshape
Norrlstown, Pa. A woman
"Nothing to it," Bill Carrigan, for- earthquake. It was nothing less splr- - patches about the time the blight was either end they have a slight mark In- ing I shall undertake to develop needcaught her hand In the openA blow will explode dyna stead of the usual depressions that less and coreless apples as a commermer manager of the Boston Red Sox,
tually, though the ground stood fast. expected.
ing of a mall box while depossaid In commenting on a report that Up from NeW Zealand came- a law mite while a match may be applied to Indicate the core.
cial crop."
iting a parcel Jn front of the
MuuricQ Arclultucuu, the speedy out- he was trying to buy the franchise of yer with proof Incontestable that Anne it and it will burn slowly, And It
a
C.
one
Seers of Amherst AgriProf. F.
"I had been cropping block of
office of a telegraph company
Bell was heiress to so much money she makes a heavy smoke as It burns that hundred Fameuse trees In my orchard cultural college, In Massachusetts, who
fielder who last year played with the the Boston Braves.
here and was held captive sevRochester International league club,
.
could, if it pleased her, buy a whole will He close to the ground and float that had just come Into hearing," said Inspected the specimens, said he be
eral minutes by the ring on her
fleet
of
has been secured by the Detroit
She
was riotously
around among the plants. And it will Mr. Buzzell. "All the trees had been lieved Mr. Buzzell will be able to
Scholastic obligation at Yale may
airships.
Her hand was swollen
finger.
on Rabka seedlings. In evolve this unique fruit. S. M. Luke,
Tigers. As a baserunner. Archdeacon prevent Jess Sweetzer, American ama- glad and full to overflowing of grati- kill all other pests, said the grower
she waa ready to coland
badly
to
her
made a most remarkable record, pur- teur champion,
as well as to "I bar none." Worth trying, but bet- grading the apples I noticed that a a Montreal nurseryman, declared auch
accompanying the tude
lapse when released by the teleloining 56 bases and (uwini; (lie most American team on its invasion of Eng- Mrs. Edwards. To Loll she Bald sim- ter be sure you know Just how to large number were peculiarly marked, a variety would revolutionize the apple
graph operator.
run In the league.
land this summer, he announced.
ply : "We'll share ai we' v shared handle dynamite. Milwaukee Journal, and out of curiosity I set them aside. growing industry of the world.
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Mountain of Gold Needed.
stamps, or both, for every Central and the company in Central and South
exfor
without
"Assume,
all
American
that
this
South
Colorado
Instance,
country
Forests,
$436,000 for
America.
These men experts In
Denver. The government will spend money had to be paid out In gold. If ception. Moucy, or the equivalent finance from the manufacturing stande
we were to ferret out all the gold thereof In
paper bearing
$436,000 on the national forests in
make It their business to study
aove ground In the world today the artistic designs, Is pouring from the point
Colorado during the coming fiscal year,
conditions In all the countries within
In
would
more
be little
sum
than suff- Hunt's Point works of the company
the scope of their activities,
including $230,746 for the improvement icient for one year's payments.
largo volume.
The designs of the different curren
of national forest highways, according
"The national Income of the United
One of the troubles of the economic cies
produced are either originated In
to a dispatch from Washington. The States recently hns been estimated by situation In both
Germany and Russia, the studios of the company- or fur
total appropriation for all the national leading economists nt from
sixty to nnd to a certain extent In France nnd nlshcd by the government
forests of the country will be $3,000,-- ' sixty-fivgiving the
billions of dollars annually. Italy, Is that the presses of these
order. Naturally, no design Is printed
000. Of this $171,548 will be spent on The
government's own Investigation countries are too busy publishing mon- - until It has been approved
by repre
forest development alone. A part of
sentatives of the government conthe latter sum will be spent on the
cerned.
Most of the foreign orders
construction of recreation houses and
are carried out under the supervision
Improvement of grounds. Trails will
of commissions sent to New York.
be Improved and beautified also. ColoEvery Precaution Taken.
rado has more than 13,000,000 acres of
During the process of turning out
national forest lands.
Are you fagged and foggy when you wake
the money, every precaution Is taken
that Is taken In the government printfor
up in the morning? "There's a Reason."
Tuition
With
Blood.
Pay
ing oflice at WnRhlngton to prevent any
Baltimore, Md. Students at the
Coffee and tea are known to affect many
attempt to levy on the product while
Johns Hopkins Medical School are payIt Is In hand by employees or by outthat way. Often, these beverages
people
ing for their tuition with blood money,
siders, nnd It Is said that the precaucause nervousness, sleeplessness and
literally and without Invidious connotameasures taken at Hunt's
tionary
tion. They are selling their blood for
Point are, If anything, more complete
severe headache. "There's a Reason."
transfusion purposes ut $50 a transitthnn those In force In the government
ion. It is un easy way to make money
Postum, made from wheat roasted just
printing office or In the mints.
according to Dr. John G. Huck, proFor Instance, every sheet of paper
like
5s
coffee, is a delightful mealtime bevfessor of medicine. All the student has
ftsniB
1T7V ., .
turned over to n workman must be
from
free
to do Is to lie down, sacrifice a little
element
of
harm.
any
erage
accounted for through every step In
blood and then collect the $50.
the process of turning It Into money.
Try it instead of coffee or tea, and let
If a piece of paper Is damaged it must
Sri
New Anesthetlo Discovered.
the sunshine in.
be turned In as a token of good faith.
The same care is taken to prevent deChicago. Discovery of an anesthetic
pronounced by some experts to be susigns from being abstracted.
Some of the foreign governments
perior to anything previously known to
kMbriilOMMn
I
have long been customers of the com
science, was revealed here by associU.iitl
FOR
ates of Dr. A. B. Lockuart, associate
pany. Greece, for Instance, has had
in
New
Its
of
York
Univerat
money published
the
for
physiology
professor
Your grocer sella Postum la two formal
sity of Chicago, who, with J. P. Carter,
sixty years. Czechoslovakia and Bulit Instant
Postum (in tine) prepared
the
are
newest of the
conducted the experiments leading to
among
garia
In the
rap by the addition of boll.
the discovery. The anesthetic utilizes
patrons. Up to the beginning of the
Ing water. Postum Cereal (in packagts)
Cleveland administration the United
the properties of ethylene gas, which
for
those who prefer to make the drink
Made by Postum Cereal Company, Inc.
in Its purified form, is said to possess
States Itself wag dependent upon the
while the meal Is being prepared) made
' Officer
Battle Creek, Mich.
Harry Smith of Palm Beach and his seaside express about to leave American Bank Note company for
over nitrous acid,
by boiling folly 20 minute.
juuny advantage
for the beach with a load of fair passengers.
tetter known as "laughing gas."
postage stamps.
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THE RESERVE ADVOCATE, RESERVE, NEW MEXICO
NOTICE FOR

THE RESERVE ADVOCATE
Entered aa
't

second-clas- s

e
matter at the
under set of Congrsa of March
post-offic-

1878.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES:
One

Tear in Advance.

--

ARE PRESENT FREIGHT RATE 8 TOO HIGH? IF THEY ARE,
WOULD GOVERNMENT OWNERSHIP REMEDY IT TO
ANY EXTENT?

Why is this?
We so often lose sight of the fact
that when any thing doubles in price,
that it most always doubles in value
Statistics show us that the present
freight rate Is about 60 per cent higher
We also
than It was before the war.
know that, coal, labor and taxes, the
main expense of running a railroad
have more than doubled. Would we
all like to see the freight rate go back
our nations
to where it was before
were torn to pieces by war. Yes, we
would, and often add, that it would
almost save the country If we could
have rates back to pre-wdays.
Let us see for a minute
what It
would mean, we will say, to the farmer and ranchman. The average annual
expense to the farmer and ranchman,
no statistics tell us, Is about $1500.00.
Of this amount of expense, five or six
percent is charged up to freight, if
freight rates were back to what they
were in about 1313, there would be a
This
saving of about two percent.
would mean about thirty dollars for
each farmer and ranchman, annually
What holds good for the farmer and
ranchman, holds good for other business
this save the
also. Would

Country?
If the Government owned the railroads, would the pjople be any better
have
off? Government bonds would
to be issued, and the interest paid by
the Government,!, on about twenty bil

2.00

School

Dr. John R. Walls, P. J. Colter and

Hall returned Friday from
the
where they attended
Pheonix,
Arizona Stockgrowers Convention.
John

By Dr. R. A. Thomas
In pre-wdays, frleght rates were
very reasonable. Most every one will
tell you this. At that time there were
very few complaints in regard to the
amount of freight that was paid by the
patrons of the railroads. Today we
seldom hear a pleasant word spoken
for the railroads, unless the speaker
is in some way connected with them

Round Valley High
basket ball team went to Flagstaff
Wednesday, but the game was called
oft on account of the Illness of one of
the players. On their return,
they
stopped at Winslow for a game and
won by a small score.
The

C.

lion dollars, and therefore increasing
our National Department that amount.
k
Eliner Flannlgan was up from
The interest on this amount would be
Friday.
quite a nice little Item, and when we
take in to conslderaton that the rail
Gregorio Baca, the prominent sheep
roads have paid very small dividends man returned Friday from a business
if any, for the past few years, and the trip to Pheonix.
stock has gradually gone lower and
Miss Alice Sharp spent the past
lower, we can hardly believe that the
income from the operations of these week here from Nutrioso.
roads, would be sufficient to pay the
Trammell
G. Becker and
Connor
Interest, therefore it would necessarily
have to be raised by an extra taxation, went to St. Johns Monday to meet
or rather increased taxation, which with the board Supervisor's.
would have to be paid by the people.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Wiltbank were
And also would it not increase our
dwon from Greer the past week.
local taxes? In one county in an
Eastern state, In the year of 1921, the
Jim Snyder was down from Alpine
railroads paid one hundred thirteen
Friday.
thousand dollars in taxes in that
Miss Johnnie Gayden went to St.
county. If they were owned by the
Governemnt, they would be exempt from Johns Monday to take the teachers
taxation, and this amount would ne examination.
cessarily have to be raised in some
other way. In other words the people
Henry Piatt, prominent stockman
would have to pay this extra amount from St. Johns spent the past week
of taxes. Take for instance our own in town.
county of Socorro, were it not for the
Ellis Wiltbank, son of Mr. and Mrs.
taxes received from the much cussed
and discussed Santa Fe, our tax rate W. E. Wiltbank returned Wednesday
in
the from a 2 & years mission spent
would be raised so as to equal
of
in
interest
the
Northern
field
the
amount now paid by us, plus the
amount now paid by this road. Could the L. D. S. church.
the people of Socorro Conuty stand
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Jones returned
a hitiher tax rate, than we now have
from a three weeks vacation
Thursday
and exist.
spent on a ranch near St. Johns.
Should the railroad be forced to re
duce their rate to any great extent, it
Lloyd C. Hennlng, Treas. for the
miht mean putting them out of Navajo Apache Telephone Co. from
Government Holbrook came up Sunday on bus!
business,
completely.
ownership creates about two million
positions for the politicians to scrap
Mrs. W. V. Gelding and son, pro
over, increase our natonal debt, cause
prletor of the Apache Tavern were up
higher taxes, and give poorer service. from Holbrorok for the week end.
There you are. Which will It be?
About fifty from this place went to
St. Johns Wednesday to see the movie
'The Four Horsemen of the Apocaly
PBe, which was very good and well
worth the trip to see it.
The law suit of P. B. Crosby against
Enos Pippins and Claude Murray was

The

Socorro State

held in St. Johns the first of the week,
In which Pippins and Murray
won.
The case Involved cattle and land
matters and had been In court several
times.

returned Sunday from
a business trip to Holbrook.
S. B. Boothe,

Bank

B. J. Colter accompanied J. S. Wear
to Socorro Sunday, where Mr. Wear
took the train for his home in
Meeker Colo., after a pleasant visit
here with his daughter, Mrs. B. J.
Colter.

Socorro, N. M.

W. L. Robinson was
visitor the past week.

Pratt

The Bank of Personal Service

St.

Johns

who is attending the
State Normal at Flagstaff visited here
the past week.
Udall,

G. Becker is a business visitor in
Albuquerque this week.

U. S. Land
M Febru

1928.- -

ary 28,

at Reserve, New Mexico,
2,

Department of the Interior,
Office at Las Crues, N.

8PRINGERVILLE, ARIZONA

Notice is hereby given that Orval
M. West, of Spur Lake, New Mexico,
who on January 22, 1920, made Home
stead Entry, No. 019244, for Lot 4,
Section 1; Lot 1, SE
SWi4NW
Section 2, Township 4 S Range
NE,
20 W., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed
notice of Intention to make final three
to
establish claim to the
year proof,
land above described, before T, C. Turk
U. S. Commissioner, at Reserve, New
Mexico, on the 19th day of April, 1923
.Claimant names as witnesses:
Chas. H. Boswell, Perry Hedrick,
Charles Hedrick and R. G. Binnion,
all of Spur Lake, New Mexico.
Nemecia Ascaratft,
Register.

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Las Cruces, N. M. Feb-

ruary

13, 1923.

for WV4NW44 See 10;
Sec. 3; SENE4 Sec. B;
and on August 25, 1921 made additionSec.
al Entry No. 017709, for EftSE
3;
4; NWttSW,- SESWtt Sec.
No.

017322,

SWSWtt

NE34NEH, EttSEK, Section
SW14 Sec. 10;

9,

PROTECTION

WH

SWNW4,
NNWK,
4

S Kange IS
Section 16; Township
W., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed no
tlce of intention to make final three
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before Eulalio
B. Baca, U. S. Commissioner, at Mag
dalena, New Mexico on the 4th day
of April 1923.

Administrator.
Notice Is hereby given that the undersigned was on the ninth day of
January 1923, duly appointed by the
Probate Court of Catron County, New
.Mexico,
Administrator of the Estate
of Pedro Almeraz, deceased.
All persons having claims against
said Estate are hereby notified that
they are required to present and file
the same, duly verified, within one
year from the date of said appoint
ment, the time
prescribed by law
otherwise the same will be barred.
Dennis E. Bearup, Administrator
Address, Mogollon, New Mexico,

STORIES OF

QREAT INDIANS
Walaon
By

Elmo Scoll
Western

Copyright,

Newspaper

Lniuii,

CHIEF GALL, A GENERAL OF
THE HUNKPAPAS
it is to me to look
upon the pictured face of an
I never dreuuied that there could
be so fine a specimen of the warrior
in all the tribes as this man," wrote
Mrs, Custer of a photogruph of Gull
(I'M), chief of the Hunkpaua Sioux.
Gull was un orphan boy who became
a chief by his deeds us a warrior. That
lie possessed high military talents was
shown ut the lialtle of Little Bis

UDAINFUL as

I

Ascarate,
Register,

o

NOTICE

FOR

PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Las Cruces, N. M. Feb-

ruary

13,

1923.

Notice is hereby given that Luis
Armijo y Serna, of Quemado, New
Mexico, who on December 21, 1917,
made Homestead Entry, No. 016931,
for SWNEKNE;
SftNEtf; NEi4
SE4; NHSE&SE14, Section 25, township 2 S., Range 17 W N. M. P. Meridian has filed notice of intention to
make final three year proof, to establish claim to the land above described
before D. B. Baca, U. S. Commissioner
at Quemado, New Mexico, on the 4th
day of April 1923.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Candelario Chavez, Manuel Jara-millPedro
Chavez and Tomas
Armijo, all of Quemado, New Mexico.
Nemecia Ascarate,
Register.
NOTICE

PUBLICATION

FOR

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Las Cruces, N. M. Feb-

ruary

13,

1923.

Notice is hereby given
Evans, of Spur Lake,
who on April 13, 1918,
stead Entry No. 017835,
NW, NWi4SW4 Sec.
20 W., and on February
Homestead
additional
019235,

for

SW'iSWfe

that Floyd B.
New Mexico,
made Home
for the W
24, T. 4 S., R.
26, 1920, made

YOU NOT ONLY PROTECT YOUR

savings, but you get paid for doing so when you have
a savings account at this bank.
Money

that's idle means money wasted.

Put

your saving to work and watch the interest grow. We
watch both the pricipal and interest for you and

re-

all the banking worries.

lieve you of

SAFETY

HONESTY

SERVICE

COURTESY

THE
RESERVE STATE BANK

No
Entry,
Section 13,

Township 4 S., Range 2 W., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of inten
Although the honors there were tion to make final three year proof, to
about equally divided between Cull establish claim to the land above des
and Cruzy Horse, the credit for one cribed before T. C. Turk, U. S. Com
vltul Indlun maneuver In the buttle be missioner, at Reserve, New Mexico,
1923.
longs to the llunkpupa alone. When on the 4th day of April,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Iieno attucked the Indian village, the
O.
J. P. Nichols, R.
Binion, Virgil
Indians were thrown Into confusion. Bruce
and Perry Hedrick, all of Spur
Into their rultlst dashed Gull mounted
Mexico.
New
"Hold hard, Lake,
on his black war horse.
Nemecia Ascarate,
men !" he shouted, "Steady, we are not
,
Register.
ready yet. Walt for more guns, wore
NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION
horses and the day Is yours."
U. S. Land
They obeyed hlin and a few minutes Department of the Interior, M.
Febru
Office at Las Cruces, N.
later he led the charge which lorcetl
1923.
ary 28,
With this officer
Reno to retreat.
Is
Notice
hereby given that John F.
eliminated, Gall led his savage hod West, of Spur Lake, New Mexico, who
across the river to Join Crazy Horse on January 13, 1920, made Homestead
in overwhelming Custer's five troops. Entry, No. 019246, for NESE4, Nt4
Gull then tried to follow up his adSESESEyt, ESW
vantage by returning to annihilate SESEtt, NWy4SWSESE, SecIteno, besieged oil the bluffs, hut Ms tion 2; NENEKNE, NENW
warriors who were plundering the NENE4 Section 11; NWNW,
fallen soldiers did not cure to help NV4NEUNW14,
NSV4NENW54,
him achieve 'this final master stroke.
Section 12, Township 4 S., Range 20
Call followed Sitting Bull to ('nnmln
Meridian, has filed
W., N. M. P.
In 1ST7,
hut three years later withdrew Ills support and returned to the notice of intention to make final three
to
As a year proof, to establish claim T. the
United Slates to surrender.
C.
land above described, before
flglitliiB man, Gall deeplsi'd the high Turk, United States Commissioner, at
and
Hull
dared
of
Silting
pretensions
Reserve, New Mexico, on the 19th day
to denounce his leader as a fraud and of
April, 1923.
a coward even when Sitting Hull was
Claimant names as witnesses:
He
still a power among his people.
Chas. H. Boswell, Perry Hedrick,
was u proud niaii. too. After the sur- Charles Hedrick and R. G. Binnion,
render of he tribe, Col. W. I'. Cody all of Spur Lake, New Mexico.
Nemecia Ascarate,
(HiilV.ilo Hill) tried to get Sitting Hull
Register.
and Call for lending attractions in his 3.3
Wild West show.
Silting Bull conNOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION
sented. "I am not un animal to be exhibited before the crowd," replied Gall
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
haughtily us lie turned nwny to h's
Office at Las Cruces, N. M. FebHorn.

When in Need
Of anything in the line of

General Merchandise

SESE,

l

ruary

GIVE US A TRIAL

T.C. TURK, Reserve, N.M.

MAGDALENA MERCANTILE

-

COMPANY

NE;

,

-:-

-

The Cash Store

13, 1923.

After settling on the reservation,
Notice is hereby given that John
Nichols, of Spur Lake, New Mexi-- i,
(lull oust his influence toward peace
who on August 22, 1919 made
and steadily opposed the reactionary
influence of Sitting Hull, lie was made Homestead Entry No. 019157 for the
SWSEtt Section 13;
Maurice Barth was In town Sunday Judge of the court of Indian offenses. WSEViSE;
WEt4NENE;
In that position he hud the satisfactfrom St. Johns.
SEtfNWy
ion of haling Sitting Hull into court EV4NE14NWKNEK;
WV
WiSNENW14NEit;
and confiscating the tomahawk with
NW4NE, Section 24, Township 4
Ernest Hilkins was down from Nu
which the old man assaulted a chief S., Range 20 W., N. M. P. Meridian,
trioso Wednesday.
named Shell King as well as the knife has filed notice of intention to make
to establish
which Shell King had tried to use on final three year proof,
claim to the land above described, be
Sltllng Hull.
MICKIE SAYS
fore T. C. Turk, U. S. Commissioner,
Gall died December
1W
at Reserve, New Mexico, on the 4th
nvv ftecRer of success
day of April 1923.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Mi1
ADVERTISE MER.
F. B. Evans, Virgil Bruce, Perry
XV1E6S SO MUCH WW
Hedrick and R. G. Binion, all of Spur
S VJHEM FOUCft THUK OF OU,
Lake, New Mexico.,
Nemecia Ascarate,
THeVWV TWIUK OP W OTHER.,
17
Register,
We have purchased 122,000 pair U.
OESY UKG ROWEO MK
o
OOUEt, ER MAM 'M C&G6
S. Army Munson last shoes, sizes 5'A
Advocate.
Subscribe for the

WNENE;

$500,000.

YOUR

,

Notice is hereby given that Salomon
P. Chavez, of Horse Springs, Datit,
New Mexico, who on December 21,
1917, made Original Homestead Entry

names as

lodge.

OVER

'

witnesses:
Claimant
NOTICE OF ADMINISTRATION
F. Landavazo, Trinidad Gutierrez,
In the Probate
of Catron
Court
Laureano A. Sanchez and Eustaclo
County, New Mexico.
all of Horse Springs, Datil,
in the matter of the Estate of Pedro Sanchez,
New Mexico.
Almeraz, Deceased; Dennis E. Bearup,
Nemecia

Miss Ruby Johnson from St. Johns
was the guest of her sister Miss Ida
for the week end.
RESOURCES

FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE

PUBLICATION

DRY GOODS, BOOTS AND SHOES,

GROCERIES,

HARDWARE, TINWARE, FARM IMPLEMENTS

MEAT MARKET

s

Reserve Mercantile Co.
Hamilton Brown Shoes

PUBLIC SALE
to 12, which
stock of

Government

New Stock Ladies Oxfords
shoes

n

Silk and wool hose
Outing flannels
Sweaters
Winter clothing

MAIL ORDERS

GIVEN

Creamery butter
Fresh cheese
Iloneydew mellons

and
Other perishable goods

PROMPT ATTENTION

was

the

of

the

entire

largest
shoe contractors.

-

.

percent

surplus
U.

8

solid leather, color dark tan,

dirt and

STATION

Mail Orders Solicited and Promptly Filled

NOTICE

FOR

PUBLICATION

NEW MEXICO

MAGDALENA,

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Las Cruces, N. M. March
1, 1923.

Notice Is hereby given that William
S. Laney, of Luna, N. M., who on Jan- -

urnry 19, 1920, made Homestead Entry
waterproof. No. 019003, for Homestead Entry Sur370, containing 53.22 acres, in
The actual value of this shoe is $6.00. vey, No,
Section 28; WNENWK, NEy,
Section
Owing to this tremendous buy we can NEUNWfc, NNWWNE4,
Township 5 S., Range 19 W N. M.
offer same to the public at $2.95.
the whole containing
P. Meridian,
103.22 acres, has filed notice of intenSend correct size. Pay postman on tion to make final three year proof, to
establish claim to the land above desdelivery or send money order. If shooj
cribed, before T. C. Turk, U. S. Comare not as represented we will cheer missioner, at Reserve, New Mexico,
on the 2nd day of May, 1923.
fully refund your money promptly upClaimant names as witnesses:
on request,
Jas. M. Swapp, Robert J. Howell,
NATIONAL BAY STATE SHOE CO. J. F. Russell and H. A. Wilcox, all of
Luna, New Mexico.
2PC
Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Nemecia Ascarate,
tf
7
3.10
Register.
bellows tongue,

FILLING

o

This shoe is guaranteed one hundred

MmEndicott-Johnso-

one

GASOLINE

The Reserve Garage
General Repairing,
Oxy-Acetyle-

Lathe Work
Welding

Gas, Oils, Accessories and Supplies

Compare our prices with others
EVERY

JOB GUARANTEED
Phone No. 3.

A .G. HILL, Manager

